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Abstract

We analyze the strategic considerations inherent in legislative subsidies and develop an

informational lobbying model with costly policy reforms. In contrast to other models of in-

formational lobbying we focus on the implications of a policymaker’s and a lobby’s resource

constraints for lobbying activities. We allow both a policymaker and a lobby to gather in-

formation, and each can either fund or subsidize policy making. Our analysis highlights that

legislative subsidies are both chosen strategically by lobbyists, and strategically induced by

policymakers, dependent upon the circumstances. These involve which resource constraints

bind, the policymaker’s prior beliefs, the salience of policy, and the policymaker’s and lobby’s

expertise in information gathering. We also illustrate when an interest group may lobby a

friendly, opposing, or undecided policymaker. Furthermore, we explain how an interest group

may strategically waste resources and when informational lobbying and transfers are comple-

ments, substitutes, or independent.
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1 Introduction

It is well known that the evaluation and implementation of policy is an expensive process. Poli-

cymakers faced with finite budgets must therefore decide how to allocate their limited resources

between activities associated with information acquisition or policy enactment.1 This presents

opportunities to special interest groups intent on influencing policy decisions.2 Furthermore,

policymaking is a sequential process such that by strategically supplying information and other

resources at different stages special interest groups may influence what a policymaker learns and

what policy actions they subsequently take. That interest group exercise such multistage influence

is well documented but only partially understood.

In the analysis that follows we formally model lobby and policymaker resource constraints

and their implications for the incentives to gather information and support policies. Our setup

allows us to gain new insights into the strategic considerations that underlie legislative subsidies.

Over and above the simple role of persuasion, we are able to identify three distinct strategic

motives for informational lobbying termed the insurance, substitution, and commitment motive.

This leads to several contributions. We are able to explain in which circumstances, in terms of

their prior beliefs, a policymaker will gather information themselves or will rely on information

supplied by a lobby and the policy consequences of these choices. This allows us to make welfare

statements involving the frequency of correct policy decisions in equilibrium as compared to those

that would be made under optimal information gathering. The equilibrium welfare losses implied

can then be quantified. We also provide explanations for when an interest group may lobby

a friendly, opposing, or undecided policymaker. Furthermore, we are able to understand the

circumstances when the provision of information and other types of resource transfers from a

lobby to a policymaker are complements, substitutes, or independent and relate these to the three

strategic lobbying motives.

The significance and implications of budget constraints has been recognized by ? as well as ?

who point out how constrained policymakers rely heavily on support from lobbies to relax their

1In 2009 Congress had 535 members, where each House member employed an average of 16 staffers, and each
Senator averaged 43 staffers (?; ?). The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) employs about 235 economic and other
experts (CBO website). In addition, there are hundreds of experts in various government agencies who write reports
or give testimonies.

2Common lobbying activities include legislative testimonies, research reports, campaign contributions, and
campaigning. A very common legislative subsidy is legislative drafting (?, ?). For example, lobbyists employed by
Genentech, a Roche subsidiary, and two law firms provided talking points to 42 House members, equally distributed
across both parties, who submitted them with minor to no changes to the Congressional Record (?). Similarly,
lobbyists of Citigroup proposed language to the House Financial Services Committee which turned into a bill of
85 lines with two crucial paragraphs of 70 lines provided by Citigroup. Only two words were changed for proper
grammar (?). Lobbies even provide external consultants and staffers on site to relieve ministries’ understaffing (?,
?).
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Figure 1: Congressional Capacity and Lobbying.

own resource constraints; and how interest groups become de facto “service bureaus” (?).3 This

reliance by policymakers on lobbies for resources seems to be growing and can be explained by in-

creasing policy complexity and decreasing congressional capacity (?). Congressional capacity with

respect to congressional staff has been declining as illustrated in Figure 1(a) and congressional

workload has been constant with respect to the introduction and passage of bills but increasing in

the number of votes and pages in the Federal Register, which hints at greater policy complexity.4

There is also growing pressure on the resources legislators have available for policy evaluation and

implementation because of the increasing costs of electoral competition fundraising (?).5 On the

other hand, lobbying spending, total and per lobbyist, has increased as documented in Figure

1(b).6 Given these trends it seems that lobbyists are increasingly involved in both making and

implementing policies. For example, ? provide a case study of Merck’s extensive involvement

in the US policymaking process behind the introduction and mandating of vaccinations for the

cervical cancer causing papillomavirus. This has proven to be very politically controversial. In an

attempt to advocate for the vaccination, and increase its profits, Merck provided significant policy

relevant information and other resources to policymakers. Its advocates lobbied policymakers, mo-

bilized female legislators and physicians, drafted legislation, conducted marketing campaigns, and

filled gaps in the provision of vaccinations. Within a year 41 states and the District of Columbia

3? points out that Congress often lacks the ability to gather “the current research-based state of knowledge for
the full array of policies”. ? documents how the lack of time and resources for individual Congress members results
in stronger reliance on the recommendations of legislative leaders.

4Figure 11 and Figure 13 in Supplemental Appendix B.1 document the trends in congressional support agency
staff and congressional workload for the time period of 1985 to 2015/16.

5Figure 14 in Supplemental Appendix B.1 documents the growing costs of winning Congressional seats.
6The number of registered lobbyists has been declining since the Honest Leadership and Open Government

Act in 2007. It has been strongly argued that the decline is due to lobbyists dropping just below the reporting
thresholds so as to circumvent the costs and restrictions associated with reporting (that is there is a growing number
of “shadow lobbyists”). Nevertheless, the reported total amounts of lobbying are mostly constant.
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introduced the vaccination, and 24 states proposed legislative bills that would mandate the vac-

cination for teenage girls. Though there was concern about mandatory vaccination and Merck’s

involvement, policymakers admitted that they mostly relied on Merck’s efforts and resources to

change policies.

In this study we focus on strategic transfers of information and other resources from an interest

group to a policymaker. We distinguish between resources expended for gathering policy relevant

information such as research reports, polling and surveys, and testimonies and those expended for

making policy such as the costs of legislative drafting, gaining majorities, and following institu-

tional protocols. Both the policymaker and interest group are assumed to face budget constraints.

In the case of the interest group resources may be spent on gathering information or for transfers

to a policymaker.7 The policymaker may spend resources (that may include transfers from the

interest group) on information acquisition or policy implementation.8 There is no presumption

that the policymaker and interest group share common policy goals. We are also agnostic on

whether a lobbyist gathers verifiable or non-verifiable information. Rather we apply an informa-

tion structure which allows for a wide range of observed informational lobbying activities, and

captures either a lobby’s expertise in providing (truthful) information of a certain quality, or, a

lobby’s credibility in a cheap talk environment.

Our analysis highlights the strategic manipulation of legislative subsidies by interest groups

when both they and the policymakers they lobby may face binding budget constraints. Policy-

makers require resources both to gather information and enact policies, they have initial priors

over what policy is desirable and attach a level of salience to each policy issue (?). Two basic

forms of manipulation arise: For a policymaker who does not initially favor the lobby’s preferred

policy, but can be persuaded to do so by sufficient appropriate information, the lobby either sup-

plies information directly or relaxes the policymaker’s budget constraint to induce them to gather

information themselves. This implies that policymakers who ex post support the lobbies’ preferred

policies were not necessarily ex ante “friends” (?, ?). Surprisingly, a resource-constrained policy-

maker – though at a resource disadvantage initially – may actually gather own information for a

wider range of beliefs. The policymaker, anticipating a policy implementation subsidy, bears de

facto lower policy costs and takes advantage of the interest group’s incentives and gathers more

7These information and resource transfers may be institutionalized or provided through lobbyists. For example,
industry sponsorship of clinical trials by drug companies, which provides information to regulators for approval,
was over $14 billion in 2003 with an increasing trend (?). Furthermore, there have been between 10 to 15 thousand
lobbyists per year registered under the Federal Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 and reported lobbying spending,
excluding campaign contributions, has been between $1.5 to $3.3 billion. These expenditures exceeded annual
campaign contributions.

8A policymaker’s ability to gather information is similar to ? and ?.
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costly information. For a policymaker who initially favors the lobby’s preferred policy the lobby

may manipulate the budget such that the policymaker cannot afford information that may change

their position. The strategic incentive to waste resources by generating costly but relatively un-

informative signals, and hence preventing the policymaker from strategically extracting resources

to acquire information at a later stage, differs from the “money burning” incentive of enhancing

credibility in models with costly signaling (?, ??) or gaining attention in models of costly access

(??, ?, ??, ?), where the lobby’s expenditure is informative in equilibrium. Furthermore, our

results provide a unifying explanation for the seemingly contradictory findings in the literature of

whether interest groups lobby undecided, or unbiased, decision-makers (?, ?), target opponents

(??, ?), or target supporters (?, ?, ?, ?).9

One of our model’s extensions highlights that if an interest group has to bear the cost of both

information and policy implementation, then the lobby’s optimal strategy is to provide transfers

to the policymaker in stages and not commit all resources up front as is common in costly access

models (??, ?, ??).10 We also illustrate how informational lobbying and legislative subsidies arise

endogenously and can be either substitutes (?; ??, ??), complements (??, ?, ??), or independent.

Some studies of financial transfers appear to support the view that they constitute money-for-

favors (?, ?) or perhaps even outright bribery.11 In our analysis we show that these payments may

involve subsidies that allow the policymaker to engage in information gathering that may then

persuade the policymaker to adopt a policy favored by the lobby. The change in the policymaker’s

position may then appear empirically as money-for-favors. We do not claim that money is non-

distortionary, but rather that its role can be different from the one described by the money-for-

favors view.

The other related literature that looks at the transfer of resources from lobbyists to poli-

cymakers may be divided into three general categories.12 The first associated primarily with ?

considers transfers of information or other resources as “legislative subsidies” whereby special

interests subsidize the activities of policymakers with whom they share common interests (?, ?).

The idea being that this either permits the realization of the interest group’s desired policies,

or influences the policymaker to prioritize policies related to their common goals. In contrast to

9See ? for a recent broader review of the empirical literature.
10? considers a framework in which interest groups make financial contributions before a politician decides on

which issues to implement and to become informed about. ? analyzes a setting in which a politician decides about
becoming more informed on an issue before receiving monetary contributions from interest groups. They show
that a politician may find it optimal to remain uninformed to increase lobbying competition and to extract more
contributions.

11For a discussion of the role of campaign contributions and money in U.S. politics see ?, ?, and ?.
12See ?, ?, ?, and ? for reviews of the money-for-favors and informational lobbying views. ? provide a review of

the first three views. See ? for the seminal work on interest group behavior and organization.
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the more pessimistic traditional views of lobbying, this implies that such partnerships between

policymakers and special interests enable time and resource constrained policymakers to perform

their public duties.13 In a second strand, interest groups provide policymakers with informa-

tion. Many of these models involve private, non-verifiable information and cheap talk games with

partitioning equilibria (?, ?), costly signaling (??), private but verifiable information (?, ??), or

access-conditional information provision of non-verifiable or verifiable statements (??, ?, ??, ?,

?). Finally, another strand of the literature focuses on lobbyists’ strategic considerations when

supplying either information or financial resources to policymakers (?, ??, ??). ? analyze interest

groups’ trade-offs between providing financial transfers to candidates before and after elections.

In their sequential lobbying process interest groups make financial contributions to their initial

supporters but then donate to elected opponents to induce a compromise. On the other hand,

? analyze politicians’ strategies of how signal to voters about special interest groups’ activities

when there is an uncertainty about whether they are influenced by information or bribes.

We extend the idea of legislative subsidies and model a sequential lobbying process in which

a lobby may subsidize both information gathering and policy implementation. Our informational

lobbying setup allows for either private, non-verifiable information or private, verifiable informa-

tion and recapitulates previous approaches. The lobby’s policy implementation subsidy may relax

a policymaker’s resource constraint such that they then implement a costly policy or, since it is

anticipated, incentivize the policymaker to gather information. We do not model money-for-favors

in our analysis but we will discuss at the end how policy subsidies may appear as money-for-favors

and provide policy recommendations.

The studies closest to our own are ? and ?. However, both focus on purely informational lob-

bying and policy agendas. Their studies consider a policymaker who is considering multiple policy

issues but cannot implement them all. Their focus is on how competitive informational lobbying

may affect a policymaker’s ranking of proposals when the policymaker’s resource constraint is

binding. We allow for only one lobby and one policymaker who play a game whereby the interest

group makes strategic transfers – of both information and resources – that relax a policymaker’s

resource constraint and are best responses to the policymaker’s expenditures which in turn are

a best response to the interest group’s transfers. In our analysis we are especially interested in

how an interest group chooses to strategically relax the policymaker’s resource constraint with

13Recent empirical work supports the notion of cooperative partnerships between lobbyists and policymakers. ?
focus on the importance of personal relationships between lobbyists and policymakers by analyzing the “revolving
door” phenomenon in which politicians and staff members become lobbyists during their careers. They emphasize
connections through common work experience and overlaps in party membership. ? show that lobbyists, measured
by campaign donations and reported policy issues, follow their political contacts and change their policy issues when
those contacts change offices or committees and policy issues.
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legislative subsidies and consider the marginal policy that could be implemented by a constrained

policymaker (?). Obviously this is part of some meta-game whereby policymakers decide which

interest groups to interact with and those interest groups in turn choose the policymakers to lobby.

We do not formally model this larger game but our analysis can be thought of as providing some

understanding of the form in which transfers take place and their consequences given that they

are in some casual sense sufficiently large to ensure that the game we analyze is played. Despite

this qualification we are able to gain several new insights into the lobbying process and explain

some of the stylized facts heretofore unexplained in the literature.

2 Model

Our model involves a policymaker, P , and a single lobby, L. The policymaker faces a policy choice

between maintaining the status quo, s, or implementing a reform, r. We hence write the policy

π as π ∈ {πs, πr}. The policymaker’s payoff depends on their policy action and an unknown

state of the world, θ, which either calls for the status quo or a reform – i.e., θ ∈ {θs, θr}. The

policymaker’s and lobby’s expected payoffs depend on the policymaker’s prior about the state of

the world and the signals received from gathering information. The policymaker’s belief is the

common prior over the likelihood that the state of the world is θr, and thus reform is desirable,

written as λ = Pr[θ = θr]. The complimentary likelihood is simply 1 − λ = Pr[θ = θs], and

the lobby knows the policymaker’s prior. The policymaker’s state-dependent payoff is α if her

action corresponds to the state of the world and 0 otherwise. We refer to the parameter α as the

salience of the policy in question.14 A policymaker’s policy position is then characterized by their

prior belief about the desirability of a policy change and its salience.15 The lobby’s payoff is state-

independent and depends exclusively on the policymaker’s action – i.e., the lobby receives a payoff

14This may be motivated in a number of different ways including; the attention the policy is currently being
given by the electorate, the actual importance of the issue in some welfare sense, or the importance of the issue in
terms of the policymaker’s self-interest.

15This is essentially our point of departure from ? who pioneered the importance of recognizing resource con-
straints in lobbying. They assume that policymakers have agendas that are either closer or further from those of the
lobby’s and that the lobbies then subsidize the efforts of those policymakers that attempt to advance their common
cause. There is no best or correct policy from a public interest perspective. We take a different view of policymakers.
We assume that there is a correct policy in the sense of being in the public interest. We also assume that abstracting
from all other arguments all policymakers would choose this policy should they know it. This does not mean that
policymakers agree on which policy is best, nor that they all place equal weight on getting the policy right on one
issue versus another. We model these issues by explicitly defining the policymaker’s initial priors and the salience of
a particular policy. In a sense the first part of our analysis can be considered as providing a microfoundation for the
policy agendas analyzed by ?. Given that there is a correct policy in our model, information then plays the role of
changing beliefs not preferences (although we can interpret the change in preferences modeled by ? as a shorthand
for the process of Bayesian updating with given preferences we model). We then extend the idea by recognizing
that resources can be transferred from lobbies to policymakers at different stages in the policymaking process, this
leads to the possibilities for strategic interaction that our work focuses on. In short the important results of ? are
nested in our model, but are not its exclusive possibilities.
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of 1 if the policymaker implements a reform and 0 otherwise. The policymaker has a resource

endowment of yP ≥ 0 that may be spent on gathering information about the policy matter at a

fixed cost of eP > 0 and/or on implementing reform at a fixed cost of c > 0.16 Maintaining the

status quo is costless. To make the problem interesting, we assume α > max{c, e}. The lobby

has an endowment of yL ≥ 0 that can be used for gathering information at a fixed cost of eL > 0,

or to finance a variable transfer to the policymaker, denoted τ ≥ 0. Any parts of endowments

that are not spent are retained as private benefits. These elements capture costly information

collection by both the lobby and the policymaker as well as the means by which policy changes

are financed. The results that follow do not depend in any significant way on the discreteness of

information and the cost of gathering it.17

Employing the payoffs and budget constraints, we have that the policymaker maximizes

E[UP (π, θ)] + yP + τ − feP − gc, (2.1)

and the lobby maximizes

E[UL(π)] + yL − heL − τ, (2.2)

where UP (π, θ) and UL(π) are as described above and f , g, and h are indicator variables such

that f, g, h ∈ {0, 1}. If the policymaker or the lobby gathers information, then f = 1 or h = 1; if

the policymaker enacts a reform, then g = 1.

Information gathered by the lobby and policymaker takes the form of the signals x and z

respectively. Each of these signals is binary and correlated with the state of the world – i.e., x ∈

{xr, xs} and z ∈ {zr, zs}. Conditional beliefs, based on a common prior and any publicly observed

signals, are then λ(x, z) = Pr[θ = θr|x, z]. The information signals are noisy but informative,

that is correct signals are more likely than incorrect ones. We denote the signal functions as

Pr[x = xr|θr] = εL, Pr[z = zr|θr] = εP , Pr[x = xs|θs] = ηL, and Pr[z = zs|θs] = ηP with

εk, ηk ∈ (1
2 , 1] with k = L,P . These signals and likelihoods may be interpreted as arising in two

possible informational environments, they may reflect: expertise in gathering private, verifiable

information, or credibility in providing private non-verifiable information. In an environment of

verifiable information the information signals can be interpreted as the accuracy of the information

16These two assumptions ensure that the policymaker has an incentive to invest in information and policies.
The costs of a policy change can include – but are not limited to – the staffing resources for legislative research
and drafting, communicating policy positions to constituents, organizing a winning coalition with costly promises
of reciprocity, and budgetary implications for rolling out the policy change.

17This follows quite directly from the discreteness of the policy choice. Suppose for example that a policymaker
can choose to purchase more signals or more informative ones. They would make this choice up to the point where
the new information could effect their priors sufficiently to change their ultimate policy choice. Less information
would be wasteful as it would not change their policy choice and more would not be expected to produce a different
decision. Hence continuous information acquisition adds little to the model. The same argument applies to the
lobby’s acquisition of information.
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Figure 2: Sequence of Play.

technologies possessed by the lobby and policymaker.18 That the accuracy of the signals differ

across agents and states allows the lobby to strategically effect not just the quantity but also

the quality of information that the policymaker acts upon.19 The players’ information gathering

depends on their expected signals conditional on their beliefs at the respective stages of the game.20

We denote the posterior beliefs as λL ∈ {λ, λ(x)} after any information gathering by the lobby

and λP ∈ {λ, λ(x), λ(z), λ(x, z)} at the game’s last stage.21

The sequence of play is illustrated in Figure 2 and is as follows: First, the lobby chooses

whether to gather information, h ∈ {0, 1} at the cost eL, given the policymaker’s prior λ. The

policymaker observes the lobby’s public signal x and makes an appropriate inference. The policy-

maker then chooses whether to gather information, f ∈ {0, 1} at cost eP , and generate a publicly

observable signal z. The lobby and policymaker having observed the signal form an appropriate

inference. The lobby then chooses a subsidy amount τ . Finally, the policymaker chooses her policy

π.22 We solve the game backwards for the Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium. The equilibrium involves

solutions for the policy choice, the lobby’s subsidy, the policymaker’s information gathering, and

the lobby’s information gathering.23

3 Purely Informational Lobbying with Homogeneous Costs and

Signal Accuracies

To help set up our analysis and develop sharp intuitive results, we first consider the model’s

predictions when neither the lobby nor the policymaker faces a binding resource constraint and

where the signal costs and accuracies are the same both across states and actors – i.e., eP = eL ≡ e
18Our setting is equivalent to an interest group that gathers verifiable information and a policymaker who can

observe this (?). A lobby finds it in their best interest to disseminate information as a policymaker would otherwise
infer that a lobby is withholding unfavorable information.

19Alternatively, the lobby’s signal likelihoods can be interpreted as the lobby’s credibility in providing private,
non-verifiable information in a cheap-talk environment in which a policymaker may doubt the lobby’s truth-telling
incentives.

20Details of these signal likelihoods may be found in the Supplemental Appendix B.2.1
21We state the detailed posterior beliefs in the Supplemental Appendix B.2.2.
22We choose this sequence of play both because it seems realistic to us and because it allows us to explore all the

strategic lobbying possibilities. Were the policymaker to choose information gathering first, then the lobby would
take the policymaker’s posterior after own information gathering as given, leaving no mechanism for the lobby to
strategically manipulate it. In the Supplemental Appendix B.5.2 we consider an alternative timing of transfers when
the lobby may have to subsidize both the policymaker’s information gathering and policy implementation.

23The details of all proofs can be found in the Appendix or Supplemental Appendix.
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and ηL = ηp = εL = εP ≡ µ. We may think of this as a situation where both the lobby and

policymaker have the option of commissioning a report from a third party at a given price. In

later sections we explore different resource constraints and reintroduce heterogeneity in signal

costs and accuracies.

3.1 The Policy Choice

At the last stage of the lobbying game the policymaker has a posterior λP and chooses whether to

keep the status quo or to implement a reform. Reform is costly and therefore is only chosen when

its expected payoff exceeds that of the status quo. We define the policymaker’s reform implemen-

tation threshold λ∗ as the probability the policymaker attaches to the state being “reform” such

that they are indifferent between reform and status quo. Hence, they choose reform if

λP ≥ 1

2
+

c

2α
≡ λ∗. (3.1)

We see that the policymaker’s reform implementation threshold is higher the more costly is reform,

or the lower is the policy salience.

3.2 The Policymaker’s Information Choice

The policymaker knows that they will implement reform in the final round if (3.1) is satisfied,

and also the expected payoffs they will experience based on this choice. Their information choice

then depends on its cost and the potential impact of that information on their beliefs. This in

turn depends on the likelihoods and accuracy of the signals they may receive and their beliefs at

this stage. These beliefs depend on the initial prior updated using Bayes’ rule according to any

informational signals that have been generated by the lobby.

The policymaker’s options are to (i) never gather information and never reform, (ii) never

gather information but always reform, or (iii) gather information and decide based on the signal.

Consider first the case when the policymaker would neither gather information nor reform. In this

case the policymaker is termed negatively convinced, and their prior is such that they view reform

as undesirable and the policy issue not worth further costly investigation. In the second case the

policymaker is termed positively convinced since their prior is such that they will always reform

and view further information as unnecessary. The third case describes the range of beliefs for

which the policymaker is not convinced and would be willing to gather costly information. This

range is further divided into subintervals dependent on the policy choice the policymaker would

make based only on their prior. If they would choose reform in the absence of new information,

9



then we term them optimistic; on the other hand, if they would choose status quo in the absence

of new information, we term them pessimistic. Let λ and λ denote the upper and lower thresholds

of the range of priors for which the policymaker investigates. Formally, we have

λ =
(1− µ)(α+ c) + e

α+ c(1− 2µ)
and λ =

µ(α+ c)− e
α+ c(2µ− 1)

. (3.2)

The lower threshold λ is defined as the belief for which the policymaker is indifferent between cases

(iii) and (i). Similarly, the upper threshold λ is defined as the belief for which the policymaker

is indifferent between the cases (iii) and (ii). We illustrate the four ranges with their respective

thresholds and the policymaker’s policy criterion in Figure 3.

λ
λ̄λ λ∗

OptimisticPessimistic Positively
Convinced

Negatively
Convinced

Updating

Figure 3: Policymaker’s Beliefs and Information Choice.

For the analysis to be of interest requires

Lemma 1. The policymaker gathers information if λ < min{λ, 1}, which is equivalent to (α2 −

c2)(2µ− 1)− 2αe > 0.

That this interval exists requires that; the information signals, µ, are sufficiently accurate,

policy salience compared to the reform cost is sufficiently high, α > c, and that the cost of

information, e, is sufficiently low. The comparative statics of changes in the model’s parameters

on the threshold values for gathering information can be summarized as follows

λ = λ

(
α

(−)
, c

(+)
, e

(+)
, µ

(−)

)
and λ = λ

(
α

(+/−)
, c

(+)
, e

(−)
, µ

(+)

)
. (3.3)

Further, if we define Λ ≡ λ− λ, then we may obtain

Λ = Λ

(
α

(+)
, c

(−)
, e

(−)
, µ

(+)

)
. (3.4)

The signs under the variables indicate the direction of the comparative statics.24 A greater salience

makes a policymaker that is indifferent between choosing the status quo and gathering information

more likely to gather information as getting the policy right becomes more important to them.

More interesting is that a policymaker–just indifferent between gathering information and choosing

24The derivations of the thresholds are in Appendix A.1.1 and the quantitative comparative statics are in B.3.1.
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λ∗ λL

Pr(πr)

1

1

0 λ λ

1− µ

µ

zr(λL)

Figure 4: Policymaker’s Thresholds and Probability of Reform.

reform immediately–responds ambiguously to a change in the policy salience. A greater salience

implies that a policymaker gains more from the right policy, which would increase the threshold

λ, but also raises the payoff of reform relative to the status quo making the choice more attractive,

hence tending to reduce the threshold. However, we can state clearly that an increase in policy

salience increases the range of beliefs for which the policymaker gathers information.

The effect of an increase in the reform cost is to shift the range of beliefs for gathering infor-

mation to the right and to decrease this range, making the policymaker both more conservative

and less informed in their policy choice. This is because the expected net benefit from reform

is lower but the expected benefit from the status quo remains the same, so the belief for which

the policymaker is indifferent between the status quo and gathering information that can lead

to reform must be higher; similarly, the belief for which they are indifferent between gathering

information and reform must also be higher such that the whole range of beliefs for gathering

information shifts, although it also shrinks due the greater policy costs. If the information cost

increases, then the policymaker gathers information for a narrower range of initial beliefs. This is

simply because the net expected benefits of gathering information decline for all beliefs.

An increase in signal accuracy, µ, causes the policymaker to engage in information gathering

for a wider range of priors. This follows because an increase in signal accuracy increases the

expected value of a signal at all priors.

Since we know that the policymaker will not choose reform for λ < λ, always chooses reform

for λ > λ, and will choose according to the signal they receive for λ ≤ λ ≤ λ, we can illustrate

the probability of reform as in Figure 4.

Given that the lobby understands how information affects the likelihood of reform, and given

the initial priors, we may now examine how the lobby makes its information gathering decision.
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3.3 The Lobby’s Information Choice

We now turn to the lobby’s decision whether or not to engage in costly informational lobbying.

The lobby correctly anticipates the policymaker’s strategies and considers the following questions.

Can they induce the policymaker to change their information gathering and policy choices, and

do they want to given the cost?25 Recall that the lobby’s expected payoffs are increasing in the

probability that the policymaker will implement a reform. There are two basic ways the lobby

might accomplish this: First, it might gather costly information which, if it is a reform signal,

induces the policymaker to update their prior to a value above the threshold λ, guaranteeing

that the policymaker will not gather any additional information and will implement reform with

probability one. Second, the lobby might gather information which, if it is a reform signal,

raises the policymaker’s prior above λ but below λ which induces the policymaker to gather

more information which, if it is also a reform signal, will induce them to implement the reform

policy. Hereafter, we only consider the interesting cases, where the lobby’s choices can change the

probability of reform, these are illustrated in Figure 5.

λ

λ̄λ

OptimisticPessimistic Positively
Convinced

Negatively
Convinced

C1

C2

C3

C4

Figure 5: The Lobby’s Information Choices.

For the case denoted C1 the policymaker’s prior is sufficiently low such that unless they

receive information from the lobby they will not gather information and will keep the status quo.

If the lobby receives a status quo signal, then clearly the policymaker keeps the status quo. If,

however, the lobby receives a reform signal, then the policymaker updates and their prior moves

into the range over which they will gather information themselves, as indicated by the arrow on

the diagram pointing rightwards from C1, their policy is then determined by this second signal.

Cases C2-C4 can be interpreted similarly. In case C2 a reform signal gathered by the lobby

is sufficient to make the policymaker “positively convinced” and triggers a reform. In case C3 a

status quo signal generated by the lobby will not prevent the policymaker gathering information

and basing their policy that signal, but a reform signal has the same effect as in case C2, immediate

25The policymaker and lobby will never gather information or choose reform if λ∗ > λ(xr, zr), which implies
that even the most optimistic information signals will not convince the policymaker. Similarly, neither the lobbyist
nor the policymaker will gather information and the policymaker will always choose reform if λ∗ ≤ λ(xs, zs), which
implies that even the most pessimistic information signals cannot push the likelihood of the state being reform low
enough to keep the status quo.
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reform. Information gathering by the lobby is a form of insurance in this case since a single reform

signal drawn by either the lobby or policymaker leads to a reform policy, but two status quo signals

are required for the status quo policy to be chosen. Finally, in case C4 if the lobby decides to

gather information the signal, either status quo or reform, causes the policymaker to choose not

to gather information, and is alone sufficient to determine the policymaker’s policy. However,

should the lobby decline to gather information the policymaker does so with the same expected

outcome. It follows that the lobby will leave the cost of information to the policymaker and there

will be no lobbying in equilibrium. Notice that the lobby will never choose to gather information

when neither signal will shift the policymaker’s priors out of the unconvinced region as this signal

would be redundant with the policy determined by the subsequent policymaker’s signal.

Proposition 1. For the homogeneous case the lobby may engage in informational lobbying only

when the policymaker is initially negatively convinced or optimistic, that is if,

(i) C1; λ ≤ λ ≤ λ(xr) ≤ λ̄ and (1− µ)2 + λ(2µ− 1) ≥ e,

(ii) C2; λ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr) and 1− µ+ λ(2µ− 1) ≥ e, or

(iii) C3; λ < λ(xs) < λ∗ < λ < λ < λ(xr) and µ− µ2 ≥ e.

The second part of each of the statements (i)-(iii) in Proposition 1 simply tells us when the

expected benefits from informational lobbying exceed the costs. Cases C1 and C2 are where there

is a pure persuasion motive for informational lobbying whereas C3 involves an insurance motive.

We may now turn our attention to the further possibilities introduced when resource constraints

bind.

4 Informational Lobbying with Policy Implementation Subsidies:

Binding Resource Constraints

In this section we investigate the strategic implications of binding resource constraints. There

can be incentives for a lobby to transfer resources to a policymaker if this raises the probability

of reform. Furthermore, there may be a strategic incentive for the policymaker to change their

information gathering activities so as to extract these resource transfers. Here therefore we have

a combination of informational lobbying and legislative subsidies. We begin with probably the

most interesting and realistic case where a policymaker faces a binding resource constraint and is

being lobbied by a resource rich lobby. To be precise, we assume that the policymaker’s resource

constraint binds such that they cannot afford to both gather information and pay to implement

13



the reform policy. Further, the lobby is resource rich in the sense that it can afford to gather

information and supply a policy implementation subsidy to the policymaker should they choose

to do so.26 We shall show then that the key effect of the policymaker’s resource constraint binding

is, somewhat surprisingly, to cause them to gather information for priors for which they would

not do so if unconstrained.

4.1 Policy Choice and Implementation Subsidy

To understand the implications of a binding policymaker resource constraint, it is necessary to

consider the policy choice and the resource transfer that flows to them from the lobby. The poli-

cymaker wishes to choose reform if their belief at the last stage is above the policy implementation

threshold as described in (3.1). The lobby correctly anticipates the policymaker’s preferred policy,

and, in the case where they prefer reform, knows whether or not the policymaker has the required

resources. The lobby thus knows the transfer that would be just sufficient to allow the policymaker

to implement reform, hence this involves

τ∗ =


e+ c− yP iff z = zr and 1 ≥ e+ c− yP

0 otherwise.

(4.1)

If the policymaker has not spent resources on information gathering or does not want to reform,

then the lobby has no incentive to relax the policymaker’s constraint and the transfer is zero. The

lobby only contributes when the policymaker has gathered information – leaving them requiring

a subsidy to implement a reform – and when the signal received indicates that the state is reform.

Notice that a policy subsidy is then more likely the greater is the likelihood that the policymaker

will receive a reform signal and the smaller is the transfer needed to subsidize a reform.

4.2 The Policymaker’s Information Choice

Given that a policymaker knows that they will receive a subsidy from the lobby if they receive

a reform signal but cannot afford to implement reform they are de facto unconstrained and face

a similar problem to that analyzed above in Section 3.2. However, there is one key difference,

the policymaker now has a strategic incentive to gather information because this increases the

expected implementation subsidy from the lobby. This impacts the policymaker’s updating choice.

26Mathematically, we have max{c, eP } ≤ yP < c + eP for the policymaker’s constraint and yL ≥ eL + c for the
lobby’s constraint. In this section we continue to maintain the symmetry of signal accuracies and costs. This has
no qualitative implications for what follows.
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Proposition 2. The resource constrained policymaker’s updating thresholds (λ′, λ
′
) lie outside

those of an unconstrained policymaker (λ, λ) – i.e., λ′ < λ and λ
′
> λ, which implies Λ′ > Λ.

This is perhaps somewhat counter-intuitive, a resource constrained policymaker engages in

costly information gathering for a wider set of beliefs than an unconstrained one. The reason is

that the constrained policymaker has a strategic incentive to spend on information so as to extract

an expected subsidy from the lobby.27 Unconstrained policymakers that gather information and

implement reform face the full cost of policy implementation. However, if they are constrained,

they can anticipate an implementation subsidy from the lobby in the same circumstances. Hence,

the expected cost of reform is lower when the policymaker is constrained, and hence the incentive

to gather information greater.28

Clearly, there is also an impact on the probability of reform. Figure 6 illustrates the likelihood

that a resource constrained policymaker will enact a reform and compares this to the unconstrained

case. The thresholds λ′ and λ
′

are for a constrained policymaker, whereas the thresholds λ and

λ∗ λL

Pr(πr)

1

1

0 λ λ

1− µ

µ

zr(λL)

λ′ λ
′

Figure 6: Policymaker’s Thresholds and Probability of Reform.

λ are for the unconstrained policymaker as in Figure 4. The likelihood of reform is zero for

priors λL < λ′, one for priors λL > λ
′
, and follows the probability of receiving a reform signal

for all other beliefs. Hence, we see that the resource constraint makes reform more likely over

the interval [λ′, λ] and less likely over the interval [λ, λ
′
]. The intuition here is quite simple; the

expected subsidy makes the policymaker more willing to expend resources on information as this

will not reduce their ability to implement a reform. The range of initial priors for which they

gather information thus increases.

We now consider the comparative static effects of changes in the models parameters on the

27An increase in the expected subsidy is equivalent to a decrease in the expected implementation cost, hence this
result also follows from ∂Λ

∂c
< 0 in expression (3.4).

28The welfare implications of a binding policymaker’s constraint can be found in Supplemental Appendix B.5.3.
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range of beliefs for gathering information. We may write

λ′ = λ

(
α

(−)
, c

(0)
, e

(+/−)
, µ

(−)
, y

(+)

P

)
and λ

′
= λ

(
α

(+/−)
, c

(+)
, e

(−)
, µ

(+)
, y

(−)

P

)
. (4.2)

The signs under the variables again indicate the comparative static effects.29 For the up-

per bound, λ
′
, these are the same as in the unconstrained case and follow from the same in-

tuition. However, for the lower bound, λ′, there are some differences reflecting the constrained

policymaker’s extra strategic incentives. First, an increase in reform costs has no effect on the

constrained policymaker’s lower bound. This is because an increase in the cost is matched dollar-

for-dollar by an increase in the policy implementation subsidy. Second, an increase in the policy-

maker’s information cost unambiguously reduces the range of beliefs for which there is information

gathering in the unconstrained case, but has an ambiguous effect on the range here. This reflects

that an increase in the information cost is partially offset by the anticipated subsidy.

Next we turn to the lobby’s information choice. In deciding whether or not to gather infor-

mation the lobby is aware of the consequences on the policymaker’s information gathering, the

potential need for a policy implementation subsidy, and the subsequent likelihood of reform.

4.3 The Lobby’s Information Choice

As before the lobby’s incentives to gather information come from the effect information has on

the probability that the policymaker will implement a reform. Here there is the additional com-

plication that in equilibrium this may also trigger the need for the lobby to pay a subsidy to the

policymaker. As established above, and illustrated in Figure 6, the existence of a possible subsidy

increases the range of beliefs for which the policymaker gathers information. This feeds back and

affects the lobby’s choices. Applying the same logic as in the unconstrained case, we may state

Proposition 3. For the homogeneous case with a constrained policymaker informational lobbying

arises for the same cases as for the unconstrained policymaker although the thresholds (λ′, λ̄′)

differ. If

(i) λ ≤ λ′ ≤ λ(xr) ≤ λ̄′ and
(µ2λ+(1−µ)2(1−λ))(1−c+yP )

(µ2λ+(1−µ)2(1−λ)+1)
≥ e, then informational lobbying occurs

and there are implementation subsidies if z = zr;

(ii) λ ≤ λ′ ≤ λ̄′ ≤ λ(xr) and 1− µ− λ(1− 2µ) ≥ e, then there is only informational lobbying;

(iii) λ(xs) ≤ λ′ < λ < λ∗ ≤ λ(xr) and 1− e− c+ yP > 0; then there is no informational lobbying

but there are implementation subsidies if z = zr;

29The derivations of the thresholds are in Appendix A.1.3 and the quantitative comparative statics are in B.3.2.
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(iv) λ(xs) ≤ λ′ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄′ ≤ λ(xr) and 1− e− c+ yP > 0, then there is no informational lobbying

but there are implementation subsidies if z = zr;

(v) λ′ < λ(xs) < λ∗ < λ ≤ λ
′ ≤ λ(xr) and 2(λ−1)µ(c−yP )+µ2(c−yP−1)−(yP−c)(1−λ)+µ

λ−µ2−2(λ−1)µ
≥ e, then

both informational lobbying and implementation subsidies occur.

The three cases where informational lobbying occurs in Proposition 3 are essentially the same

as the cases C1-C3 in Proposition 1 of the unconstrained case and follow for the same strategic

considerations. The obvious difference of course is the presence of implementation subsidies in

the constrained case. The need for implementation subsidies has two interesting effects, first, as

already noted, the range of priors for which the policymaker would choose to gather information

expands, second the conditions under which the lobby would find lobbying economically worth-

while change. This second effect arrises both because implementation subsidies are costly, and

because the change in the policymaker’s information gathering behavior changes the circumstances

under which these costs are incurred.

There are two cases where there are only policy implementation subsidies. Part (iii) of Propo-

sition 3 follows by comparing the likelihood of reform with and without the lobby gathering

information. If they gather information and receive the signal xs then the status quo policy is

immediately chosen. If they receive the signal xr then the policymaker gathers information and

this determines the policy triggering an implementation subsidy if z = zr. Hence both signals xr

and zr are required to give a reform policy. If the lobby does not gather information the poli-

cymaker does, and there is reform if zr is received. The lobby then supplies an implementation

subsidy. It follows that in this case information gathering by the lobby is expensive and lowers

the probability of reform. Hence they only supply an implementation subsidy when required. In

part (iv) a single signal determines the policy choice, as both a reform or status quo signals push

beliefs into one of the “convinced” ranges. The lobby thus chooses between gathering information

or supplying an implementation subsidy. In expected terms the latter is cheaper. Hence part (iv).

Part (v) of the proposition is perhaps the most interesting since it is observationally equivalent

to “damage control” as discussed by ? and ??. Here too the lobby makes a financial contribution to

the policymaker after the arrival of unfavorable information, xs, but the role of the implementation

subsidy is to relax the policymaker’s resource constraint such that they can afford to both gather

information and enact a reform if they so choose. This second round of information gathering

by the policymaker acts as insurance to the lobby against an initially negative signal since λ∗ <

λ(xs, zr). Here damage control is an implementation subsidy that effectively purchases the lobby

two tries at receiving a decisive reform signal.
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Our results in this section yield some novel insights into implementation subsidies; first, there

is no ex-ante relationship between the policymaker’s prior and implementation subsidies; however,

after information gathering, subsidies are offered to policymakers who shifted their policy choice

to reform after receiving a reform signal, ex-post the lobbyist’s friends.

4.3.1 A Comparison of Lobbying of a Constrained and Unconstrained Policymaker

A comparison between the constrained and unconstrained cases provides some insights into both

which policymakers are lobbied and when lobbying occurs at all. We know from Propositions 1 and

3 that the lobby gathers information so as to influence either negatively convinced or optimistic

policymakers. They supply information to policymakers with priors in the former group so as

to get them to consider reform, and to the latter group as they are relatively easy to persuade.

The tightening of resource constraints changes the range of priors that define these two lobbied

groups. As the policymaker’s resource constraint binds the lobby stops supplying information

to policymakers just below the margin between being negatively convinced and pessimistic. The

range of negatively convinced policymakers being supplied by the lobby with information shrinks.

However the reverse is true for the optimistic group. As the policymaker’s resource constraint

binds the lobby starts supplying information to policymakers with priors just above the margin

between being optimistic and positively convinced. Hence this range expands.

Now we consider the extensive margin where the lobby decides whether to lobby or not.

Employing the cost benefit conditions from Propositions 1 and 3, we have

Proposition 4. The lobby will engage in informational lobbying

(i) In the case C1; of both unconstrained and constrained policymakers if e < [µ2λ+(1−µ)2(1−

λ)](1 + yp − c− e) < [µ2λ+ (1− µ)2(1− λ)], and of only the unconstrained policymakers if

[µ2λ+ (1− µ)2(1− λ)](1 + yp − c− e) < e < µ2λ+ (1− µ)2(1− λ)];

(ii) In the case C2; of both unconstrained and constrained policymakers if 1− c+ yp > e;

(iii) In the case C3; of both unconstrained and constrained policymakers if e < µ(1− µ)− µ(1−

µ)(e+c−yp) < µ(1−µ), and of only the unconstrained one if µ(1−µ)−µ(1−µ)(e+c−yp) <

e < µ(1− µ).

In simple terms proposition 4 tells us that the cost of policy implementation subsidies when

policymakers are resource constrained reduces the information gathering cost at which the lobby

is just indifferent between lobbying or not. Taken together Propositions 1, 3, and 4 allow us
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to broadly conclude that as policymaker’s resource constraints bind the lobby switches some of

their persuasion activities from their ex-ante enemies to their ex-ante friends, but engages in

informational lobbying for a narrower range of parameters.

4.4 Tightening the Policymaker’s Constraint Further

Now suppose that we tighten the policymaker’s constraint further such that they can afford

to gather information but cannot afford to implement policy.30 Deriving the lower and upper

information thresholds for this case, as we did for Proposition 2 and denoting the resulting bounds

λ′′ and λ
′′
, we can state that

Lemma 2. If c > yP > e and yL > e+ c, then λ′′ = λ′ and λ
′′
> λ

′
, which implies Λ′′ > Λ′.

The intuition behind this is very similar to the previous case except that a policymaker who

gathers information may now anticipate full rather than partially support for their implementa-

tion costs. Hence, there is an incentive to gather information for a wider range of beliefs. The

policymaker’s choices are of course anticipated by the lobby, which now provides reform subsidies

for a wider range of initial priors and makes these subsidies larger. Clearly then the range of

parameter values for which the lobby finds lobbying optimal decreases.

4.5 Tightening the Lobby’s Constraint

Finally, suppose the lobby’s resource constraint is binding such that the lobby can either afford

to gather information or pay a policy subsidy but not both. Further, the combined resources of

the lobby and policymaker are insufficient to pay for two information signals and implement a

reform – i.e., e + c > yL ≥ max{eL, c + e − yP } and 2e + c > yP + yL. Clearly then there will

never be two rounds of information gathering. However, the policymaker’s updating thresholds

are unaffected by the tightening of the lobby’s resource constraint and depend only on the policy-

maker’s constraint as before. The implications are that, given that two signals cannot be gathered

in equilibrium, a lobby faced by a negatively convinced policymaker will only choose to gather

information if signal accuracy is sufficient to shift the policymaker’s priors into the positively con-

vinced range. Further, the lobby no longer has the option of gathering information as insurance

against a status quo signal and thus does not lobby optimistic policymakers.

It is interesting to note however that the likelihood of lobbying a negatively convinced poli-

cymaker and of a reform outcome in this case actually increases. The reason is that a lobby can

30In the Supplemental Appendix B.5.2 we consider a very constrained policymaker who has insufficient funds for
information gathering, eP > yP , and discuss contributions in stages by the lobby which subsidy a policymaker’s
information gathering and reform efforts.
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induce an immediate reform with a less precise information signal as the policymaker’s threshold

for immediate reform is no longer the upper threshold when the policymaker can gather informa-

tion (λ, λ
′
, or λ

′′
), but rather the policymaker’s policy implementation threshold (λ∗) which is

lower. In other words, being resource constrained yields a lobby a strategic advantage in lobbying

a constrained negatively convinced policymaker. If the lobby generates a reform signal the poli-

cymaker will give them the “benefit of the doubt” although they would prefer more information.

We shall discuss further strategic considerations arising from the lobby facing a binding resource

constraint when we introduce heterogeneously accurate signals below.

5 Welfare and the Quality of Policymaker’s Decision Making

In the preceding sections we explored some implications of resource constraints for lobbying be-

havior. We did not however consider the welfare properties of the equilibrium outcomes. In this

section we assume that the benefit to the policymaker of selecting the correct policy is of an order

of magnitude sufficiently large such that this is the policymaker’s only consideration. Formally, we

equate welfare with salience becoming extremely large, that is α→∞.31 Higher expected welfare

is then associated with a higher frequency of the policymaker making a correct policy decision.

An analysis of how frequently the policymaker makes the correct policy decision requires a further

assumption. So far we have only assumed that the policymaker and lobby share a common prior.

Now we need to assume that this is the true prior which we denote λ̂.32

We know that there are three possibilities for policy decisions in our analysis, they may be

based on none, one, or two information signals. More accurately, if the policymaker received no

informational signal, then the policy choice depends solely on their prior; if they receive one signal,

then that signal is decisive; if they receive two signals, then there are two possibilities, they choose

reform only if both signals are reform or they choose status quo only if both signals are status

quo. Given these policy choice “rules” we can calculate for which ranges of true priors each choice

rule yields the highest frequency of the correct policy, that is the highest welfare. Further, we

can compare these to the equilibrium outcomes; and when they differ, allowing us to calculate the

welfare losses. We illustrate the results in Figure 7.

On the vertical axis we have the frequency with which the policymaker chooses the correct

policy, Pr(π = θ), on the horizontal axis we have the true prior, λ̂. The blue line in the diagram

31We provide a general welfare analysis including the cost of information and potential distortions in the Sup-
plemental Appendix B.5.3.

32We could weaken this assumption and assume a functional relationship between the true and common priors
λ = f(λ̂), this has many interesting possibilities but ads unnecessary complexity here.
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Figure 7: Information Signals and Frequency of Correct Policy Choice for α→∞.

gives the frequency of correct policy decisions if these are based only on the prior and the orange

line does the same for policy decisions based on a single signal. The green and red lines give

correct policy choice frequencies with two signals, the former when status quo is chosen only if

both signals are status quo, and the latter when reform is chosen only if both signals are reform.33

On the horizontal line denoted “Optimal Number of Signals” we provide this number for each

range of priors. On the horizontal line denoted “Equilibrium Signals” we indicate the number of

signals gathered in equilibrium in the model for the different prior ranges. Notice that as α→∞

we have λ → λ′ → 1 − µ, λ∗ → 1
2 , λ → λ

′ → µ, the reason for these convergences is that the

policymaker cares only about maximizing the probability of choosing the correct policy and is not

motivated to strategically manipulate transfers.34 Further, notice that λ = 1−µ2

1−2µ(1−µ) is the true

prior at which a reform signal is just sufficient to produce a posterior for which the policymaker

would be unconvinced, that is it updates to λ.35

Generally, Figure 7 tells us that the more extreme are the true priors the more frequently will

policies based on these priors be correct, and the more persuasive should be information signals

if they are to induce the policymakers to act other than in accordance with their initial priors.

As the priors become less extreme they are less reliable as a basis for policy choice and therefore

the information signals are more likely to increase the frequency of a correct choice and should be

given greater weight.

33These are written λµ2 + (1− λ)[µ+ (1− µ)µ] when two reform signals are required for the reform policy to be
chosen, and λ[µ + (1 − µ)µ] + (1 − λ)µ2 when two status quo signals are required for the status quo policy to be
chosen.

34Taking the limits as α→∞ of (3.1), (3.2), (A.2), and (A.10).
35λ = µ2

1−2µ(1−µ)
defines the intersection of the blue and purple lines in Figure 7.
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Now we can evaluate the welfare properties of the various equilibria in the lobbying game.

Consider first policymakers that are “very negatively convinced”, with true priors in the range

λ̂ ∈ [0, λ′), the highest frequency of correct policy decisions is obtained when the policymaker

makes the policy choice on the basis of their original prior. They always choose status quo

and this is very likely to be correct. This is exactly what happens in equilibrium in the model

for priors in this range. For the remainder of the negatively convinced range, λ̂ ∈ [λ′, λ′), the

frequency of correct policy decisions is highest with two information signals and where reform is

chosen only if both of these signals are reform. Here the frequency of correct decisions is given

by λµ2 + (1 − λ)µ(2 − µ) and this is exactly what arises in equilibrium (one signal can be an

equilibrium outcome but only if this signal is status quo, x = xs). For priors in the pessimistic

range, [λ′, λ∗) it remains the case that the frequency of correct policy decisions is highest with

two information signals and where reform is chosen only if both of these signals are reform, but

this is not the equilibrium outcome. In this range the lobby does not engage in informational

lobbying despite this increasing the likelihood of a correct policy decision. The quality loss from

the lobby’s failure to engage in informational lobbying is then µ(1 − µ)[1 − 2λµ] > 0.36 Over

the range [λ∗, λ
′
) the highest frequency of correct policy decisions requires that two signals be

generated and reform chosen if one is reform. This is the outcome generated by the insurance

incentives in equilibrium for this range of true priors. However, over the range [λ
′
, λ
′
) there is no

informational lobbying and no information gathering by any agent in equilibrium, despite the fact

that the highest frequency of correct policy decisions is achieved when two signals are gathered

and reform is chosen if one of those signals is a reform signal. In this case the quality loss is given

by (1− λ)µ2 + λµ(2µ− 1) > 0. Over the range [λ
′
, 1] the lobby does not engage in informational

lobbying, no information is gathered in equilibrium, and this is welfare maximizing.

Figure 7 reveals that for significant ranges of true priors the lobby engages in informational

lobbying when it should and indeed the equilibrium involves the welfare maximizing amount of

information gathering. The “problematic” ranges are [λ′, λ∗) and [λ
′
, λ
′
) and arise from the lobby’s

incentives to strategically avoid information gathering.

Since the policymaker only cares about choosing the correct policy in this part of the analysis,

that is we assume that α → ∞, they do not engage in any distortionary strategic behavior.

Suppose now we relax this assumption but continue to maintain that social welfare is given by

the frequency of correct policy decisions. In essence we reintroduce the policymaker’s incentives

to extract resources from the lobby. The question then is what does this imply for social welfare?

36Since λ < 1
2

and µ < 1.
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Figure 8: Information Signals and Frequency of Correct Policy Choice for α Finite.

Figure 8 provides some answers to this question.37,38

The effects of reintroducing the policymaker’s incentives to strategically extract resources in

the form of implementation subsidies from the lobby can be seen best by comparing Figures 7

and 8. A key observation here is that as the policymaker cares relatively less about choosing the

correct policy and more about resources, then the range of information gathering expends into

the ranges of priors where, in a welfare sense, the policy choice should be based only on the priors.

It follows that the frequency of correct policy decisions declines. That is λ′ and λ′ shift leftwards

and λ
′

and λ
′

move rightwards.

6 Heterogeneous Signal Accuracies and Costs

In the analysis above, by assuming that all signals were equally accurate and costs identical, we

were able to explore the lobby’s incentives to strategically manipulate the quantity of information

gathering in equilibrium. However, there are clearly scenarios where signal accuracies differ across

states and between the signals gathered by the lobby and policymaker.39 It follows that infor-

mation quality can also be strategically manipulated in the lobbying process. Here we focus on

the novel results arising from the heterogeneity in signal accuracies and costs. Unless otherwise

stated it may be assumed that the conclusions reached in the prior analysis of the homogeneous

37The diagram drawn and results derived are for the case where c is not too large, a restriction that only effects
our results concerning changes in the upper limit of information gathering, λ

′
.

38The diagram is derived by employing our comparative statics results concerning the information gathering
thresholds λ′ and λ

′
and the reform implementation threshold λ∗.

39For example, a lobby that specializes in a particular industry or issue might receive more accurate signals than
the staff of a policymaker that have to evaluate a wider range of issues.
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case (except for a few minor quantitative details) continue to hold. We thus do not provide a

repetitive taxonomy of results here.40

We noted in the homogeneous case that the lobby has both a persuasion motive for lobbying

and an insurance motive. When signal accuracies and costs are heterogeneous two further strategic

lobbying motives arise and that the insurance motive becomes applicable to a wider range of

initial priors. We also note that the relationships between the lobby’s lobbying instruments and

information gathering by the policymaker are more complex with heterogeneous costs and signal

accuracies. We discuss this in the sections that follow.

6.1 Lobbying of Pessimistic Policymakers: The Insurance Motive

In the homogeneous case we noted that a lobby would only have an insurance motive to lobby

optimistic policymakers. The signal xr guaranteed reform, whereas the signal xs could be “over-

turned” by the policymaker receiving the signal zr giving the lobby a second chance at reform.

This argument could not be made for a pessimistic policymaker as homogeneous signals implied

that a signal xs could not be overturned by the signal zr; that is the policymaker’s posterior would

remain in the pessimistic region. This need not be the case with heterogeneous signals. To see

this consider the following; suppose that ηL → 1
2 but εL → 1 and that λ ∈ [λ, λ∗]. Now we can

choose ηp = εp such that we have λ < λ(xs) < λ < λ∗ < λ(xs, zr) < λ < λ(xr) which is precisely

the configuration required for the lobby’s insurance motive to operate. The key is that a lobby’s

status quo signal is sufficiently uninformative that it does not move the policymaker’s belief out

of the unconvinced region, whereas a reform signal is sufficiently informative so as to guarantee

the policymaker is positively convinced. This result that a lobby will engage in informational

lobbying of a pessimistic policymaker holds whether or not they are constrained.41

6.2 The Substitution Motive

For all unconvinced policymakers there are circumstances where a lobby’s signal is decisive in

determining policy; that is if the lobby gathers information, the signal pushes the policymaker’s

updated belief into one of the convinced regions, λ(xs) < λ < λ < λ < λ(xr).42 The lobby then

can simply choose to substitute their own information gathering for that of the policymaker. A

choice that is not made in equilibrium with homogeneous costs and signal accuracies.

40We refer the interested reader to Appendix A.2 for derivations.
41Again this looks like “damage control” as discussed by ? and ??, but the implementation subsidy is not a payoff

to the policymaker for ignoring a status quo signal, rather it is the indirect cost to the lobby of the policymaker
gathering information that offsets an earlier negative signal.

42Clearly, this is true as ηL = εL → 1, and more generally will require the lobby’s signals be sufficiently
informative relative to the policymaker’s signals.
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If the policymaker is unconstrained and receives no implementation subsidy, then the lobby

will engage in informational lobbying simply when the likelihood of their receiving a reform signal

exceeds that of the policymaker, vis λεL + (1− λ)(1− ηL) > λεP + (1− λ)(1− ηP ).

When the policymaker is constrained such that they cannot afford both information gathering

and policy implementation, and hence can expect an implementation subsidy from the lobby, then

the lobby will substitute its own information gathering for the policymakers if this is expected

payoff maximizing. That is if λεL+(1−λ)(1−ηL)−eL > λεP+(1−λ)(1−ηP )[1−c−eP+yP ]. Which

tends to hold if the lobby gathers information at a lower cost, eL is small, or if the policymaker

is less constrained, c+ eP − yp, is smaller.

6.3 Lobbying of Constrained Optimistic Policymakers: The Commitment Mo-

tive

In almost all equlibria with homogeneous signals and an unconvinced resource-constrained poli-

cymaker information gathering was performed only by the policymaker and the lobby supplied an

implementation subsidy.43 If signal accuracies are heterogeneous, there can also be a commitment

motive that leads to information gathering by the lobby. The idea is that by depleting their

own resources on information gathering the lobby is unable to fund an implementation subsidy

to the policymaker. The policymaker then has no incentive to engage in information gathering as

they could not then afford to implement the policy. They thus make their policy choice on the

basis of their belief updated on the signal generated by the lobby. There are two variants of the

equilibria with a commitment motive. The first is a case of pure commitment where the lobby

strategically depletes its resources by gathering information yet the policymaker’s belief remains

in the range above λ∗ whatever the signal generated by the lobby, that is λ∗ < λ(xs) < λ < λ(xr).

This guarantees the policymaker will choose the reform policy. The second case might be termed

impure commitment, here the signal generated by the lobby may lead to either a reform or status

quo policy choice, that is λ(xs) < λ∗ < λ < λ(xr); however, here by strategically preventing in-

formation gathering by the policymaker the lobby raises its own expected payoff. The mechanism

is as before, by gathering information the lobby depletes its own resources and cannot fund both

information gathering and an implementation subsidy to the policymaker. The policymaker thus

doesn’t gather information. This leads to a smaller expected transfer to the policymaker relative

to the case where they gather information and can thus be expected payoff maximizing for the

lobby. A clear case where the expected transfer declines is where the policymaker’s information

43The exception being when the insurance motive was in effect.
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gathering cost, eP , is sufficiently large.

The strategic incentive to waste resources in this scenario is different to the traditional notion

of “burning money” in signaling and access models where a lobby is trying to enhance its credibility

with costly signals (?, ??) or trying to get the policymaker’s attention with contributions (??, ?,

??, ?). Somewhat surprisingly, if the lobby does not choose to gather information, then the range

of priors for which the policymaker investigates is unchanged from the unconstrained case. This

follows from the fact that the policymaker correctly anticipates a policy subsidy that will relax

their budget constraint in the last stage of the game.

7 Implications of the Analysis

Here we relate our results to the open questions in the literature, to the empirical facts, and to

the anecdotal evidence concerning current lobbying practices. We conclude that several of our

predictions are in line with the evidence and that our theoretical model explains why some aspects

of lobbying have proven to be controversial amongst well informed experts in the field.

7.1 Who is Lobbied and When?

Consider first the question of which policymakers get lobbied. Our results indicate that ex-ante

there is relatively little that can be said about which policymaker will get lobbied simply on the

basis of their prior policy positions. Clearly, policymakers with priors sufficiently extreme such

that no available information signal will change their policy choice are not subject to informational

lobbying. However, extremist “friends”, our positively convinced policymakers, are given imple-

mentation subsidies if they require them. The reason why sweeping ex-ante statements cannot be

made is because the lobby’s decision of whether or not to lobby depends on the policymaker’s pri-

ors, the availability and location of resources in the lobbying process and the relative accuracy and

costs of information gathering. However, if we provide a more nuanced answer to this question,

we are able to conclude that lobbies lobby policymakers that they expect to become or confirm

as their friends ex-post. Broadly, they engage in informational lobbying with policymakers whose

probability of choosing reform is increased by being lobbied, and supply implementation subsidies

to those who would choose reform were their resource constraints loosened.

In an informational environment where the lobby and policymaker receive similar homogeneous

signals, perhaps from a given “expert” source (such as an expert body or think tank), we know

that negatively convinced and optimistic policymakers will be subject to informational lobbying.

If informational signals are sufficiently accurate such that the insurance motive is in operation, we
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predict a discontinuity in informational lobbying. There will be range of intermediate unconvinced

pessimistic policymaker priors for which the lobby will offer no information. However, only ex-post

friends, those that support reform, are given policy implementation subsidies.

In a heterogeneous informational and/or cost environment, one for example where the lobby

and policymaker have their own separate information sources, there will tend to be more infor-

mational lobbying than in a homogeneous environment. In such an environment both the com-

mitment, substitution and insurance motives for informational lobbying operate. Most noticeable

are the insurance and substitution motives which induce the the lobby to engage in informational

lobbying of pessimistic policymakers.

? review empirical studies on lobbying activities and show that many conclude that lobbies

mostly lobby policymakers who favor their preferred policy. However, they also note that there

are empirical studies that show that lobbies approach opposing policymakers in an attempt to

change their initial positions (??, ?), this is generally consistent with our analysis of both infor-

mational lobbying and implementation subsidies. In our analysis a lobby engages in informational

lobbying with an opposing policymaker to gain their support or to induce them to gather further

information. If the policymaker is also resource constrained and does not have sufficient resources

for a policy change, then the lobby, if its resources are sufficient, would also provide an imple-

mentation subsidy and actually support the policymaker throughout the political process. This

is also consistent with ?’s case study of Merck discussed in the introduction.

Other empirical studies document that undecided, or moderate, policymakers are lobbied

(??, ?). In our analysis a lobby approaches these policymakers when informational lobbying is

relatively inexpensive and persuasive enough to determine their policy choice. Implementation

subsidies, as a sole lobbying strategy, would be provided if a moderate policymaker has, from the

lobby’s perspective, an accurate information technology but not sufficient resources to implement

reform. Finally, there is also the evidence that lobbies support friendly policymakers (?, ?, ?,

?, ?, ?). In our analysis friendly policymakers are lobbied via policy subsidies when they have

insufficient resources to implement a policy, which is similar to ?.

7.2 Resource-Constrained Lobby: A Strategic Disadvantage?

? famously asked, “why is there so little money in politics?” this is a question that has been

frequently repeated both in the context of campaign contributions and lobbying expenditures.44

In the context of our model of lobbying the answer is that having limited resources can be a strate-

44For recent discussions of money in lobbying and politics see ? and ?.
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gic advantage. Most obviously, an unconstrained policymaker never receives an implementation

subsidy from a lobby but a constrained one does. From the perspective of a lobby, when faced

with an optimistic policymaker, resources, either their own or the policymakers, are undesirable.

In the absence of more information a policymaker would choose reform, but resources buy more

information. The only contexts where more resources in the lobbying process are desirable from

the lobby’s perspective is when they allow the purchase of a second signal that acts as insurance

to an induced information gathering by an initially negatively convinced policymaker.

The answer to the question whether the lobby gains or loses a strategic advantage when it

is resource-constrained is, “it depends.” Specifically, it depends specifically on the policymaker’s

prior and the accuracy of information signals. When the policymaker is negatively convinced and

the information technology not very effective (Case C1), then a constrained lobby is worse off

as a potential reform is no longer feasible with given resources. However, when the policymaker

is negatively convinced and the information technology is at least intermediate (case C2), then

the constrained lobby gains as the necessary threshold to induce a reform is λ∗ instead of λ̄′.

Furthermore, when the insurance motive is in play (case C3), then the resource-constrained lobby

is worse-off as a second information signal is no longer feasible; but when the substitution and

commitment motives are in play (case C4 and case C4’), then the resource-constrained lobby again

gains from the lower threshold to induce reform of λ∗ instead of λ̄′.

7.3 Relationships Between Information and Implementation Subsidies

We have identified persuasion, commitment, insurance, and substitution motives for informational

lobbying. While an implementation subsidy is made whenever the policymaker has the ex-post

will but not resources to enact reform. These different motives arise with different combinations of

resource constraints, signal accuracies, and signal costs implying different predicted relationships

between the lobby’s lobbying instruments and policymaker’s information gathering. These can be

thought of as substitutes, complements, or independent in the sense that the choice of information

gathering by the lobby influences information gathering by the policymaker, and both influence

implementation subsidies.

We can state that information gathering by the lobby and policymaker are complements

whenever the insurance or persuasion motives are in operation; they are substitutes whenever the

commitment or substitution motives are in operation; and they are independent otherwise.45The

45Complementarity between money and information in lobbying is common in costly access models (??, ?, ??) or
costly signaling models (?, ??). Substitutability often arises in models where each instrument may have a different
effectiveness depending on information or policymakers’ preferences (?; ??, ??).
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Policymaker
Unconstrained

Policymaker
Constrained

Policymaker
and Lobby
Constrained

Case Beliefs
Lobby
Signal

PM
Info

Info
R’ship

PM
Info

Info
R’ship

PM
Info

Info
R’ship

C1 λ < λ ≤ λ(xr) < λ̄
xs 5 Ind 5 Ind

n/a
xr X Compl+ X Compl+

C2 λ < λ < λ̄ ≤ λ(xr)
xs 5 Ind 5 Ind 5 Ind
xr 5 Ind 5 Ind 5 Ind

C3 λ ≤ λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr)
xs X Compl∗ X Compl∗

n/a
xr 5 Ind 5 Ind

C4 λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr)
xs 5 Subs∗∗ 5 Subs∗∗ 5 Subs∗∗

xr 5 Subs∗∗ 5 Subs∗∗ 5 Subs∗∗

C4’ λ < λ∗ < λ(xs) < λ < {λ̄,λ(xr)} xs
n/a

5 Subs∗∗∗

xr 5 Subs∗∗∗

Legend: Compl - Complements, Subs - Substitutes, Ind - Independent, + - Persuasion motive, ∗ - Insurance motive,
∗∗ - Substitution motive, ∗∗∗ - Commitment motive, n/a - not applicable, λ ∈ {λ, λ′} as defined appropriately for each case.

Table 1: Relationships between Policymaker’s and Lobby’s Information Gathering.

details may be found in Table 1. Cases C1-C4 are exactly as introduced in Figure 5, case C4’ is

the situation where the commitment motive is in operation.

In a similar vein the details of the circumstances when the lobby supplies an implementation

subsidy may be found in Table 2. Table 2 allows us to describe when a policymaker is lobbied

and how. First, consider when a lobby uses both lobbying instruments. These are represented

by the grey shaded cells in the table with checkmarks (X) within them. This occurs in two

circumstances in both of which the lobby is resource rich and the policymaker constrained; in

the case C1 the lobby faces an initially negatively convinced policymaker and gathers information

to try to persuade them to consider reform. If they receive a reform signal, this induces the

policymaker to gather information; and if they too receive a reform signal, enact a reform policy

financed by an implementation subsidy; in the case C3 the lobby faces an unconvinced policymaker

and gathers information because of the insurance motive; if they receive a status quo signal, then

the policymaker gathers information; and if this signal is reform, enacts a reform policy financed by

an implementation subsidy. Next consider when the lobby employs only informational lobbying,

these are represented by the green shaded cells in the table. We can see that for ten of the

seventeen sub-cases analyzed there is only informational lobbying. Whenever the lobby gathers

information that gives a signal leading to the policymaker being either positively or negatively

convinced, loosely when the lobby’s signal is very persuasive, then no implementation subsidy

is required. Alternatively, if the lobby’s signal leaves the policymaker unconvinced but they

themselves generate a status quo signal, then there will be no implementation subsidy and there

will be no reform policy. The only other case is C4’ where a lobby deliberately gathers poor

quality information as a commitment device so as to not supply an implementation subsidy. Here

an optimistic policymaker adopts a reform policy essentially on the basis of their original prior.

There are several cases where a lobby only provides an implementation subsidy. These are
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Implementation Subsidy

Case Beliefs
Lobby
Signal

PM
Signal

No
Constraints

PM
Constrained

PM & Lobby
Constrained

xs 5 5 5 5
zs 5 5

xr
zr 5 X

n/aC1 λ < λ ≤ λ(xr) < λ̄

xr∗ 5 n/a 5

xs 5 5 5 5
C2 λ < λ < λ̄ ≤ λ(xr)

xr 5 5 5 5

zs 5 5
xs

zr 5 X
n/a

xr 5 5 5 5
zs 5 5 5

C3 λ ≤ λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr)

5
zr 5 X X

xs 5 5 5 5
xr 5 5 5 5

zs 5 5 5
C4 λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr)

5
zr 5 X X

xs 5 5
C4’ λ < λ∗ < λ(xs) < λ < λ(xr) < λ̄

xr 5
n/a

5

Legend: n/a - not applicable, * - when λ(xr) > λ∗, λ ∈ {λ, λ′} as defined appropriately for each case.

Table 2: Relationships Between Information Gathering and Implementation Subsidies.

represented by the orange shaded cells in the table with checkmarks (X) within them. These are

cases where the policymaker is initially unconvinced and will gather information themselves if the

lobby does not provide any. If either the policymaker is more likely than the lobby to generate a

reform signal and/or the cost of their information gathering is lower, then the lobby will prefer to

supply an implementation subsidy rather than information to a constrained policymaker.

7.4 Conclusion

We have analyzed a model of informational lobbying that combines various features of observed

lobbying activities and politics. A policymaker can gather their own costly information or rely on

the information provided by a lobby; and the policymaker can use their own resources to implement

a policy change or use legislative subsidies supplied by the lobby. Incorporating these wider trade-

offs into our analysis, we show that legislative subsidies have a role beyond the traditional view of

allowing policymakers to consider more policies. Legislative subsidies in the form of information

and implementation subsidies can allow unconvinced policymakers to gather their own information

and subsequently reconsider their positions by strategically taking advantage of interest groups’

resources. However, we also illustrated how lobbies with different endowments can gain strategic

advantages in the policy making process and take advantage of resource-constrained policymakers.

Our study has also shown that a lobby engages in informational lobbying to influence a policy-

maker who is either negatively convinced or inclined to gather further information, and provides

policy implementation subsidies to a policymaker who is ex ante either negatively convinced or

willing to gather further information – rather than to their initial “friends”. Allowing for a wider

space of strategies, we explain many observed lobbying activities and identify under which cir-
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cumstances information and policy implementation subsidies are complements, substitutes, or

independent. Furthermore, we showed that tracking only financial records such as campaign con-

tributions and lobbying reports’ revenues by policymaker name, and correlating this information

with changes in policymakers’ positions, may appear to reveal bribery or capture when in fact

this is a consequence of further information acquisition funded by lobbies’ policy subsidies.

Our model provides several novel implications for the understanding of lobbying, and, we

believe that it can be extended in various ways. One interesting extension would be to consider

the lobby’s and policymaker’s choice of expertise, and how expertise is allocated across lobbies and

policymakers who may rely partially or fully on lobbies. Another extension would be to consider

how lobbies collect funds and thus resource constraints may arise endogenously.
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A Appendix

A.1 Proofs

A.1.1 Proof of Lemma 1

The lower threshold λ follows from the policymaker’s trade-off between the expected payoff from

costly information with uncertain information signal and policy outcome and the expected payoff

from the costless status quo without information choice. Note that the policymaker considers the

posterior belief about the state of the world, λP (z), for the expected payoff associated with the

expected information signal, z(λ).46 The policymaker gathers information if

zr(λL)
[
yP − c+ λP (zr)α

]
+ zs(λL)

[
yP + (1− λP (zs))α

]
− e ≥ yP + (1− λL)α. (A.1)

Applying each information signal’s probability with εP = εL = ηP = ηL ≡ µ, the updating choice

reduces to

λL ≥ (1− µ)(α+ c) + e

α+ c(1− 2µ)
≡ λ, (A.2)

which defines the lower updating threshold. Note that λ > 0 because of α > c and 0 < 1−2µ < 1.

The upper threshold λ follows from the policymaker’s trade-off between the expected payoff

from costly information with uncertain information signal and policy outcome and the expected

payoff from a costly reform without gathering information. The policymaker gathers information

if

zr(λL)
[
yP − c+ λP (zr)α

]
+ zs(λL)

[
yP + (1− λP (zs))α

]
− e ≥ yP − c+ λLα. (A.3)

Solving for λL, we can write for εP = εL = ηP = ηL ≡ µ

λL ≤ µ(α+ c)− e
α+ c(2µ− 1)

≡ λ, (A.4)

which defines the upper updating threshold.

Existence of Updating Range The updating range exists iff λ < min{λ, 1}. Solving for

λ < λ, we get (
α2 − c2

)
(2µ− 1)− 2αe > 0. (A.5)

That this interval exists requires that: µ is sufficiently high, α > c, and e is sufficiently low.

For a numerical example consider α = 0.8, c = e = 0.1, and µ = 0.75 for λ ≈ 0.433, λ∗ = 0.5625,

and λ ≈ 0.676.

46In other words, the policymaker solves the Monty Hall problem rationally.
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A.1.2 Proof of Proposition 1

The lobby’s lobbying decision follows from the policymaker’s thresholds λ and λ described in

Lemma 1 and the four possible informational lobbying cases of C1, C2, C3, and C4. For all four

cases we apply εP = εL = ηP = ηL ≡ µ and eP = eL ≡ e.

For the first case C1 with λ ≤ λ ≤ λ(xr) ≤ λ̄ the lobbyist finds it beneficial to gather

information if xr(λ)zr(λ(xr)) ≥ e, which using (B.1) and (B.5) implies

(µ− 1)2 + λ(2µ− 1) ≥ e. (A.6)

We are using the characterization of (A.6) to describe the lobby’s net payoff function from infor-

mational lobbying and denote this with γ(.) which is then γ1 = γ(.) for C1. The comparative

statics for the lobby’s net payoff are simply γ1 = γ

 e︸︷︷︸
(−)

, µ︸︷︷︸
(+/−)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+)

.

For case C2 with λ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr) a lobby’s reform signal would induce a policymaker

to implement reform without further gathering of information. The lobby finds it beneficial to

provide an information signal if xr(λ) ≥ eL, which using (B.1) implies

1− µ− λ(1− 2µ) ≥ e. (A.7)

The comparative statics for the lobby’s net payoff are simply γ2 = γ

 e︸︷︷︸
(−)

, µ︸︷︷︸
(+/−)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+)

.

For case C3 with λ ≤ λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr) the policymaker would gather information if the

lobby gathered a status quo signal, and would reform without gathering information if the lobby

gathered a reform signal. The lobby thus chooses to gather information if xr(λ)+xs(λ)zr(λ(xs))−

eL ≥ zr(λ). We consider two possibilities: i) an initially pessimistic policymaker, λ < λ < λ∗ < λ,

and ii) an initially optimistic policymaker, λ < λ∗ < λ < λ.

If the policymaker is initially pessimistic, λ < λ < λ∗, and the signal likelihoods are identical,

then a status quo signal by the lobby cannot be offset by a reform signal gathered by the poli-

cymaker: λ(xs) < λ and λ(xs) < λ(xs, zr) < λ. In other words, the more expected information

signal affects a Bayesian policymaker stronger than a less expected event and therefore the status

quo signal cannot be offset and the policymaker would not reform, λ(xs, zr) < λ < λ∗. Hence, the

informational lobbying case C3 does not exist for λ < λ < λ∗.

If the policymaker is initially optimistic, λ < λ∗ < λ ≤ λ, and the signal likelihoods are

identical, then a status quo signal by the lobby could be offset by a reform signal gathered by

the policymaker: λ(xs) < λ but λ(xs, zr) > λ and λ(xs, zr) R λ∗. In other words, the more
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expected information signal affects a Bayesian policymaker stronger than a less expected event

and therefore the status quo signal can be more than offset. The lobby thus chooses to gather

information if xr(λ) + xs(λ)zr(λ(xs))− e ≥ zr(λ) with xr(λ) = zr(λ), which implies, using (B.1),

(B.2), and (B.6), that

µ− µ2 ≥ e. (A.8)

The comparative statics for the lobby’s net payoff are simply γ3 = γ

 e︸︷︷︸
(−)

, µ︸︷︷︸
(−)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(0)

.

Finally, for case C4 with λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr), if the lobby gathers information, then

the policymaker will not and the signal that the lobby gathered will determine the policy choice.

In such a situation the lobby gathers information if xr(λ) − e ≥ zr(λ). However, if the signal

likelihoods are identical and therefore the probabilities of reform signals, xr(λ) = zr(λ), then the

lobby abstains from costly information gathering and only the policymaker collects information.

A.1.3 Proof of Proposition 2

The lower threshold λ′ follows again from the policymaker’s trade-off between the expected payoff

from costly information with uncertain information signal and policy outcome and the expected

payoff from the costless status quo without gathering information. Note that the policymaker

anticipates a policy implementation subsidy of τ = e + c− yP in the case of a reform signal and

zero otherwise. The policymaker gathers information for εP = εL = ηP = ηL ≡ µ if

zr(λL)
[
yP − e− c+ τ(zr) + λP (zr)α

]
+ zs(λL)

[
yP − e+ τ(zs) + (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP + (1− λL)α

⇒ zr(λL)λP (zr)α+ zs(λL)
[
yP − e+ (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP + (1− λL)α. (A.9)

Applying each information signal’s probability, the updating choice reduces to

λL ≥ (1− µ)(α+ yP ) + µe

α+ (yP − e)(1− 2µ)
≡ λ′, (A.10)

which defines the new lower updating threshold.

The upper threshold λ
′

follows again from the policymaker’s trade-off between costly infor-

mation and costly reform without gathering information. The policymaker gathers information if

zr(λL)
[
yP − e− c+ τ(zr) + λP (zr)α

]
+ zs(λL)

[
yP − e+ τ(zs) + (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP − c+ λLα

⇒ zr(λL)λP (zr)α+ zs(λL)
[
yP − e+ (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP − c+ λLα. (A.11)

Solving for λL, we can write
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λL ≤ c+ µ(α− e+ yP )− yP
α+ (yp − e)(2µ− 1)

≡ λ′, (A.12)

which defines the new upper updating threshold.

Comparison of Thresholds For the comparison of the lower thresholds we have for λ−λ′ R 0,

using (A.2) and (A.10) such that

(1− µ)(α+ c) + e

α+ c(1− 2µ)
− (1− µ)(α+ yP ) + µe

(yP − e)(1− 2µ) + α
R 0

(+)︷ ︸︸ ︷
(c+ e− yP )(

(+)︷ ︸︸ ︷
e(2µ− 1) +

(+)︷ ︸︸ ︷
2α(1− µ)µ)

(α− c(2µ− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

(α+ (yP − e)(1− 2µ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)

R 0

(a) : α > c⇒ (+) and (b) : α > c > yP − e⇒ (+)

⇒ λ− λ′ > 0 ⇔ λ > λ′. (A.13)

For the comparison of the upper thresholds we have λ− λ′ R 0, using (A.4) and (A.12) such

that

µ(α+ c)− e
α+ c(2µ− 1)

− c+ µ(α− e+ yP )− yP
α− 2eµ+ e+ (2µ− 1)yP

R 0

−(c+ e− yP )(α+ c(2µ− 1)− 2µ(−αµ+ α+ e) + e)

(α+ c(2µ− 1))(α− 2eµ+ e+ (2µ− 1)yP )

−

(+)︷ ︸︸ ︷
(c+ e− yP )(

(+)︷ ︸︸ ︷
c(2µ− 1) +

(c)︷ ︸︸ ︷
α(1 + 2µ2 − 2µ) + e(1− 2µ))

(α+ c(2µ− 1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(+)

(α+ (2µ− 1)(yP − e))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(+)

R 0

(c) : α > e and
1

2
< µ ≤ 1 ⇒ α+ 2µα2 − 2µα+ e− 2µe > 0

⇒ λ− λ′ < 0 ⇔ λ < λ
′
. (A.14)

A.1.4 Proof of Proposition 3

The lobby’s lobbying decision follows from the policymaker’s thresholds described in Proposition

2 and the four possible informational lobbying cases.

For the lobby’s problem to lobby a negatively convinced policymaker we have that a reform

signal would induce the policymaker to gather information or to implement an immediate reform

– i.e., λ < λ′ ≤ λ(xr) < λ̄′ and λ < λ′ < λ̄′ ≤ λ(xr). For the first case C1 a lobbyist compares the

expected payoff from gathering information and a potential second information gathering with

the one from no reform with certainty. The lobby gathers information with τ(z) from (4.1) if
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xr(λ)zr(λ) (1− τ(z)) ≥ e(
µ2λ+ (1− µ)2(1− λ)

) (
1− c+ yP

)
(µ2λ+ (1− µ)2(1− λ) + 1)

≥ e. (A.15)

The comparative statics for the lobby’s net payoff are simply γ′1 = γ

 µ︸︷︷︸
(+/−)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+)

, yP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, e︸︷︷︸
(−)

, c︸︷︷︸
(−)

.

For the other case C2 the trade-off follows the expected payoff from gathering information and

a potential immediate reform with no reform with certainty. The lobby gathers information if

xr(λ) ≥ e

1− µ− λ(1− 2µ) ≥ e, (A.16)

which is the same as (A.7) as the policymaker would finance the implementation of the reform. The

comparative statics for the lobby’s net payoff are therefore simply γ′2 = γ

 µ︸︷︷︸
(+/−)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+)

, yP︸︷︷︸
(0)

, e︸︷︷︸
(−)

, c︸︷︷︸
(0)

.

For case C3 we consider again two possibilities: i) an initially pessimistic policymaker, λ <

λ < λ∗ < λ, and ii) an initially optimistic policymaker, λ < λ∗ < λ < λ. In the former case

informational lobbying is not existent for the homogeneous case as in the Proof A.1.2. The

policymaker would gather information and the lobby would pay an implementation signal if the

policymaker received a reform signal and 1− e− c+ yP > 0.

However, if the policymaker is initially optimistic, λ < λ∗ < λ ≤ λ, and the signal likelihoods

are identical, then a status quo signal by the lobby could be offset by a reform signal gathered

by the policymaker: λ(xs) < λ but λ(xs, zr) > λ and λ(xs, zr) R λ∗. The lobby thus chooses to

gather information if

xr(λ) + xs(λ)zr(λ(xs)) (1− τ(z))− e ≥ zr(λ) (1− τ(z))

2(λ− 1)µ(c− yP ) + µ2(c− yP − 1)− (yP − c)(1− λ) + µ

λ− µ2 − 2(λ− 1)µ
≥ e. (A.17)

The comparative statics for the lobby’s net payoff are simply γ′3 = γ

 µ︸︷︷︸
(+/−)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+)

, yP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, e︸︷︷︸
(−)

, c︸︷︷︸
(+)

.

Finally, for case C4 with λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr), if the lobby gathers information,

then the policymaker will not. In such a situation the lobby gathers information if xr(λ) − e ≥

zr(λ)[1−e−c+yP ]. However, if the signal likelihoods are identical and therefore the probabilities

of reform signals, xr(λ) = zr(λ), then the lobby abstains from costly information gathering,

−e(1− xr(λ)) < (yP − c)xr(λ), which implies that only the policymaker gathers information and

the lobby would pay an implementation subsidy if zr and 1− e− c+ yP > 0.
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A.1.5 Proof of Proposition 4

We have for C1 that λL(λ, xs) ∈ [0, λ] and λL(λ, xr) ∈ [λ, λ]. There is however one main difference

from the unconstrained case. If both the lobby and policymaker receive reform signals such

that reform is the policymaker’s preferred policy choice, then a transfer from the lobby to the

policymaker is required if reform is to be implemented. This implies that the are circumstances

where a lobby will choose to lobby an unconstrained policymaker but not a constrained one due

to the potentially greater cost for the lobby. More precisely, by comparing the lobby’s benefits in

the unconstrained policymaker case C1 stated in (A.6) with lobby’s benefits in the constrained

policymaker case C1 stated in (A.15), we get (i) if e + [µ2λ + (1 − µ)2(1 − λ)](c + e − yp) <

[µ2λ + (1 − µ)2(1 − λ)], then both unconstrained and constrained policymakers are lobbied; but

(ii) if e < [µ2λ + (1 − µ)2(1 − λ)] < e + [µ2λ + (1 − µ)2(1 − λ)](c + e − yp), then unconstrained

policymakers are lobbied but constrained ones are not.

Now consider C2 with λL(λ, xs) ∈ [0, λ] and λL(λ, xr) ∈ [λ, 1]. That the policymaker faces

a tighter resource constraint has no implications for equilibrium behavior. The lobby chooses to

purchase information, and hence lobbies, in this case if e < λµ+ (1− λ)(1−µ) as in (A.7), which

is the same as the expected cost-benefit calculation in the unconstrained case of (A.16).

Consider next an unconvinced policymaker, one whose initial belief lies in the pessimistic

or optimistic ranges, λ ∈ [λ, λ]. Obviously, as described in the proofs for Proposition 1 and

Proposition 3, an initially pessimistic policymaker, λ ∈ [λ, λ∗] which is denoted as C3(a) in Table

7, is not lobbied with information but if constrained, may receive an implementation subsidy.

Hence, we consider the relevant comparison for an initially optimistic policymaker, λ ∈ [λ∗, λ]

which is denoted as C3(b) in Table 7. Here, as in the unconstrained case, the lobby has the

option of purchasing a form of insurance against the unwelcome draw of a status quo signal.

When facing an unconstrained policymaker the lobby will choose the insurance of two signals over

one if (A.8) holds; but in contrast the lobby when facing a constrained policymaker will choose

the insurance of two signals over one if (A.17) holds. Comparing these, we may thus state (i) if

e < µ(1 − µ) − µ(1 − µ)(e + c − yp), then both constrained and unconstrained policymakers are

subject to informational lobbying and the constrained policymaker also receives an implementation

subsidy; but (ii) if µ(1−µ)−µ(1−µ)(e+c−yp) < e < µ(1−µ), then the unconstrained policymaker

is subject to informational lobbying but the constrained policymaker is not lobbied.

Finally, in case C4 neither an unconstrained nor a constrained policymaker would be lobbied

with information and therefore the comparison is redundant.
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A.1.6 Proof of Lemma 2

The lower threshold λ′′ follows again from the policymaker’s trade-off between the expected payoff

from costly information with uncertain information signal and policy outcome and the expected

payoff from the costless status quo without gathering information. The policymaker anticipates

again a policy implementation subsidy of τ = e + c − yP in the case of a reform signal and zero

otherwise. The policymaker gathers information for εP = εL = ηP = ηL ≡ µ if

zr(λL)
[
yP − e− c+ τ(zr) + λP (zr)α

]
+ zs(λL)

[
yP − e+ τ(zs) + (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP + (1− λL)α

⇒ zr(λL)λP (zr)α+ zs(λL)
[
yP − e+ (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP + (1− λL)α. (A.18)

Applying each information signal’s probability, the updating choice reduces to

λL ≥ (1− µ)(α+ yP ) + µe

(yP − e)(1− 2µ) + α
≡ λ′′, (A.19)

which is identical to λ′ of (A.10).

The upper threshold λ
′′

follows again from the policymaker’s trade-off between costly infor-

mation and costly reform without gathering information. Here the policymaker anticipates now

a policy implementation subsidy of τ(zr) = e + c − yP if zr and of τ(z = 0) = c − yP if λ > λ
′′
.

The policymaker gathers information if

zr(λL)
[
yP − e− c+ τ(zr) + λP (zr)α

]
+ zs(λL)

[
yP − e+ τ(zs) + (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP − c+ λLα+ τ(z = 0)

⇒ zr(λL)λP (zr)α+ zs(λL)
[
yP − e+ (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ λLα. (A.20)

Solving for λL, we can write

λL ≤ µ(α− e+ yP )

α+ (yP − e)(2µ− 1)
≡ λ′′, (A.21)

which defines the new upper updating threshold.

Comparing λ
′

of (A.12) with λ
′′

of (A.21), we get

λ
′ − λ′′ =

c− yP
α+ (yP − e)(2µ− 1)

< 0

⇒ λ
′′
> λ

′
. (A.22)

The remaining implication follows straight-forward from Λ′′ = λ
′′ − λ′ > Λ′ = λ

′ − λ′.
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A.2 Additional Derivations: Heterogenous Signals and Costs

Here we are solving the lobbying game considering eP R eL, εP R εL, and ηP R ηL. Varying

the resource constraints for the policymaker and lobby, we are solving each game backward and

derive 1) the policymaker’s policy choice, 2) the lobby’s policy implementation subsidy, 3) the

policymaker’s information choice, and 4) the lobby’s information choice.

A.2.1 Policy Choice and Implementation Subsidy

At the last stage of the lobbying game the policymaker has posterior belief λP and chooses

whether to reform or to keep the status quo. Comparing the payoffs for each and deriving the

policy threshold λ∗, we get as before

λPα− c = (1− λP )α

λP ≥ 1

2
+

c

2α
≡ λ∗. (A.23)

The implementation subsidies for the various constraints follow from τ∗ = 0 if the policy-

maker is unconstrained and τ∗ from (4.1) if the policymaker is constrained and recognizing the

policymaker’s information cost of eP .

To summarize, we can state that independent of resource constraints the policymaker’s policy

implementation threshold is λ∗ of (3.1) and the lobby’s implementation subsidies are similar to the

homogeneous case and follow i) τ∗ = 0 if yP ≥ eP + c; ii) τ∗ = eP + c− yP if c > yP ≥ eP , z = zr,

and 1 ≥ eP + c− yP ; iii) τ∗ = eP + c− yP if c > yP ≥ eP , eL + c > yL ≥ max{eL, c}, {x = 0, zr},

and 1 ≥ eP + c− yP .

A.2.2 Unconstrained Policymaker and Lobby: Information Choices

Here we derive the policymaker’s information and lobby’s information problem when yP ≥ eP + c

and yL ≥ eL(+c).

A) Policymaker’s Information Choice The lower threshold λ follows from the policymaker’s

trade-off between the expected payoff from costly information with uncertain information signal

and policy outcome and the expected payoff from the costless status quo without information

choice. Note that the policymaker considers the posterior belief about the state of the world, λP (z),

for the expected payoff associated with the expected information signal, z(λL). The policymaker

gathers information if
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zr(λL)
[
yP − c+ λP (zr)α

]
+ zs(λL)

[
yP + (1− λP (zs))α

]
− eP ≥ yP + (1− λL)α. (A.24)

Applying each information signal’s probability, the updating choice reduces to

λL ≥ (1− ηP )(α+ c) + eP

α(1 + εP − ηP ) + c(1− εP − ηP )
≡ λ, (A.25)

which defines the lower updating threshold. Note that λ > 0 because of α > c.

The upper threshold λ follows from the policymaker’s trade-off between the expected payoff

from costly information with uncertain information signal and policy outcome and the expected

payoff from a costly reform without gathering information. The policymaker gathers information

if

zr(λL)
[
yP − eP − c+ λP (zr)α

)
+ zs(λL)

[
yP − eP + (1− λP (zs))α

)
≥ yP − c+ λLα. (A.26)

Solving for λL, we can write

λL ≤ ηP (α+ c)− eP
α(1− εP + ηP ) + c(εP + ηP − 1)

≡ λ, (A.27)

which defines the upper updating threshold.

Existence of Updating Range The updating range exists iff λ < min{λ, 1}. Solving for

λ < λ, we get (
α− c

α

)
(ηP + εP − 1)− 2eP > 0. (A.28)

That this interval exists requires that; the information signals, ηP and εP , are sufficiently

accurate, policy salience compared to the reform cost is sufficiently high, that is c/α < α, and

that the cost of information, eP , is sufficiently low. This is represented on the diagram by the

intercepts of the E[z] being sufficiently high.

Illustration of Payoffs, Reform Probability, and Existence We can illustrate the policy-

maker’s updating thresholds, expected payoffs from gathering or not gathering information, and

the likelihood of a policy change. Figure 9 illustrates the policymaker’s belief λL at this stage

after the lobby’s information gathering choice for which the policymaker will choose to gather

information, and the likelihood that this will then lead to a policy reform. Figure 9 is drawn

for the case where there exist a range of beliefs λL ∈ [λ, λ] for which the policymaker gathers

information and is illustrated by the shaded triangle.

In the upper panel of Figure 9 the line denoted Ep[πs] gives the policymaker’s expected
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1
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Figure 9: Policymaker’s Expected Payoffs and Probability of Reform.

payoff from choosing the status quo policy without gathering information for all possible values

of their beliefs at this stage, λL ∈ [0, 1]. Similarly, the line denoted Ep[πr] gives the policymaker’s

expected payoff from choosing the reform policy without gathering information for all values of

their belief, λL ∈ [0, 1]. The line denoted Ep[z] gives the policymaker’s expected payoff from

gathering information, again for all possible beliefs at this stage, λL ∈ [0, 1].

The lower panel in Figure 9 is identical – just upside-down – to Figure 4 and describes the

policymaker’s probability of implementing a reform, denoted Pr(πr), again for all λL ∈ [0, 1].

This is of course zero for λL < λ, and equal to one for λL > λ. Over the range λL ∈ (λ, λ) the

probability of reform is equal to the probability of receiving zr which is increasing in λL.

B) Lobby’s Information Choice The lobby’s lobbying decision follows from the policymaker’s

thresholds λ and λ described in (A.25) and (A.27) as well as the four possible informational

lobbying cases of C1, C2, C3, and C4.

For the first case C1 with λ ≤ λ ≤ λ(xr) ≤ λ̄ the lobbyist finds it beneficial to gather

information if xr(λ)zr(λ(xr)) ≥ eL, which using (B.1) and (B.5), implies

εP εLλ+ (1− ηP )(1− ηL)(1− λ) ≥ eL. (A.29)

The comparative statics for the lobby’s net payoff are simply γ1 = γ

 εL︸︷︷︸
(+)

, εP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, eL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+)

.

For the case C2 with λ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr) a lobby’s reform signal would induce a policymaker

to implement reform without further gathering of information. The lobby finds it beneficial to
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provide an information signal if xr(λ) ≥ eL, which, using (B.1), implies

1− ηL − λ(1− εL − ηL) ≥ eL. (A.30)

The comparative statics for the lobby’s net payoff are simply γ2 = γ

 εL︸︷︷︸
(+)

, εP︸︷︷︸
(0)

, eL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηP︸︷︷︸
(0)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+)

.

In case C3 with λ ≤ λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr) the policymaker will gather information if the

lobby gathered a status quo signal, and will reform without gathering information if the lobby

gathered a reform signal. The lobby thus chooses to gather information if xr(λ)+xs(λ)zr(λ(xs))−

eL ≥ zr(λ), which implies, using (B.1), (B.2), and (B.6), that

(εL − εP )λ+ (ηP − ηL)(1− λ) + εP ηL(1− λ) + (1− ηP )(1− εL)λ ≥ eL. (A.31)

The comparative statics for the lobby’s net payoff are simply γ3 = γ

 εL︸︷︷︸
(+)

, εP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, eL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+/−)

.

Finally, in case C4 with λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr), if the lobby gathers information, then

the policymaker will not and the signal that the lobby gathered will determine the policy choice.

In such a situation the lobby gathers information if xr(λ)−eL ≥ zr(λ), which implies, using (B.1)

and (B.3), that

(εL − εP )λ+ (1− λ)(ηP − ηL) ≥ eL. (A.32)

The comparative statics for the lobby’s net payoff are simply γ4 = γ

 εL︸︷︷︸
(+)

, εP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, eL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+/−)

.

WWe summarize the comparative statics in Table 3 of the Supplemental Appendix.

A.2.3 Constrained Policymaker and Unconstrained Lobby: Information Choices

Here we derive the policymaker’s information and lobby’s information problem when c > yL ≥ eP

and yL ≥ eL + c.

A) Policymaker’s Information Choice The lower threshold λ′ follows again from the policy-

maker’s trade-off between the expected payoff from costly information with uncertain information

signal and policy outcome and the expected payoff from the costless status quo without gath-

ering information. Note that the policymaker anticipates a policy implementation subsidy of

τ = eP + c − yP in the case of a reform signal and zero otherwise. The policymaker gathers

information if

zr(λL)
[
yP − eP − c+ τ(zr) + λP (zr)α

]
+ zs(λL)

[
yP − eP + τ(zs) + (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP + (1− λL)α

⇒ zr(λL)λP (zr)α+ zs(λL)
[
yP − eP + (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP + (1− λL)α. (A.33)
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Applying each information signal’s probability, the updating choice reduces to

λL ≥ (1− ηP )(α+ yP ) + ηP eP

(1− ηP )(α+ yP − eP ) + εP (α+ eP − yP )
≡ λ′, (A.34)

which defines the new lower updating threshold.

The upper threshold λ
′

follows again from the policymaker’s trade-off between costly infor-

mation and costly reform without gathering information. The policymaker gathers information if

zr(λL)
[
yP − eP − c+ τ(zr) + λP (zr)α

]
+ zs(λL)

[
yP − eP + τ(zs) + (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP − c+ λLα

⇒ zr(λL)λP (zr)α+ zs(λL)
[
yP − eP + (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP − c+ λLα. (A.35)

Solving for λL, we can write

λL ≤ (α+ yP − eP )ηP + c− yP
(α+ yP − eP )ηP + (α− yP + eP )(1− εP )

≡ λ′, (A.36)

which defines the new upper updating threshold.

Comparison of Thresholds For the comparison of the lower thresholds we have for λ−λ′ R 0,

using (A.25) and (A.34) such that

(1− ηP )(α+ c) + eP

α(1 + εP − ηP ) + c(1− εP − ηP )
− (1− ηP )(α+ yP ) + ηP eP

(1− ηP )(α+ yP − eP ) + εP (α+ eP − yP )
R 0

(+)︷ ︸︸ ︷
(c+ eP − yP )(eP

(+)︷ ︸︸ ︷
(ηP + εP − 1) +

(+)︷ ︸︸ ︷
2α(1− ηP )εP )

(α(1 + εP − ηP ) + c(1− εP − ηP ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

(α(1 + εP − ηP ) + (yP − eP )(1− εP − ηP ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)

R 0

(a): α(1− ηP ) + ε(α− c) + c(1− ηP ) > 0⇒ (a)→ (+)

(b): α > c > yP − eP and 1 + εP − ηP > εP + ηP − 1⇒ (b)→ (+)

⇒ λ− λ′ > 0 ⇔ λ > λ′. (A.37)

For the comparison of the upper thresholds we have λ− λ′ R 0, using (A.27) and (A.36) such

that

ηP (α+ c)− eP
α(1− εP + ηP ) + c(εP + ηP − 1)

− (α+ yP − eP )ηP + c− yP
(α+ yP − eP )ηP + (α− yP + eP )(1− εP )

R 0. (A.38)

If εP = ηP , then the comparison of the upper thresholds is

ηP (α+ c)− eP
α(1− ηP + ηP ) + c(ηP + ηP − 1)

− (α+ yP − eP )ηP + c− yP
(α+ yP − eP )ηP + (α− yP + eP )(1− ηP )
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= −

(+)︷ ︸︸ ︷
(c+ eP − yP )

(+)︷ ︸︸ ︷
(α+ c(2ηP − 1)− 2ηP (−αηP + α+ eP ) + eP )

(α+ c(2ηP − 1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(+)

(α+ (2ηP − 1)(yP − eP ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
(+)

R 0

(c):

⇒ λ− λ′ < 0 ⇔ λ < λ′. (A.39)

The comparative statics for λ′ and λ
′

can be found in Supplemental Appendix B.3.2.

B) Lobby’s Information Choice The lobby’s lobbying decision follows from the policymaker’s

thresholds described in (A.34) and (A.36) as well as the four possible informational lobbying cases

of C1, C2, C3, and C4 with the thresholds of λ′ and λ
′

instead of λ and λ.

For the lobby’s problem to lobby a politically inactive policymaker we have that a reform

signal would induce a policymaker to gather information or to implement an immediate reform –

i.e., λ < λ′ ≤ λ(xr) < λ̄′ and λ < λ′ < λ̄′ ≤ λ(xr). For the first case C1 a lobbyist compares the

expected payoff from gathering information and a potential second information gathering with

the one from no reform with certainty. The lobby gathers information with τ∗ from (4.1) if

xr(λ)zr(λ) (1− τ(z)) ≥ eL(
εP εLλ+ (1− ηP )(1− ηL)(1− λ)

) (
1− eP − c+ yP

)
≥ eL. (A.40)

The comparative statics for the net payoff are γ1′ = γ

 εL︸︷︷︸
(+)

, εP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, eL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+)

, yP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, eP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, c︸︷︷︸
(−)

.

For the other case C2 the trade-off follows the expected payoff from gathering information and

a potential immediate reform with no reform with certainty. The lobby gathers if

xr(λ) ≥ eL

1− ηL − λ(1− εL − ηL) ≥ eL, (A.41)

which is the same as (A.30) as the policymaker finances the implementation of the reform. The

comparative statics for the net payoff are γ2′ = γ

 εL︸︷︷︸
(+)

, εP︸︷︷︸
(0)

, eL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηP︸︷︷︸
(0)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+)

, yP︸︷︷︸
(0)

, eP︸︷︷︸
(0)

, c︸︷︷︸
(0)

.

For the cases for which the lobby is considering a substitution of the policymaker’s information,

a lobby’s reform signal would induce an immediate reform and a status quo signal would either

(C3) not affect the policymaker’s choice or (C4’) result in an immediate rejection of the reform

proposal – i.e., λ′ ≤ λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ̄′ ≤ λ(xr) and λ(xs) ≤ λ′ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄′ ≤ λ(xr). For the
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case of “forgivingness” C3 the lobby compares the expected payoff from gathering information

and a potential immediate reform with the expected payoff when only the policymaker gathers

information. The lobby gathers information with τ∗ from (4.1) if

xr(λ) + xs(λ)zr(λ(xs)) (1− τ(z))− eL ≥ zr(λ) (1− τ(z))

(1− εL)λ(εLεPλ+ (1− ηL)(1− ηP )(1− λ))
(
1− c− eP + yP

)
− eL +εLλ+ (1− ηL)(1− λ) + ηL(1− λ)

≥
(
εPλ+ (1− ηP )(1− λ)

) (
1− c− eP + yP

)
(A.42)

The comparative statics for the net payoff are γ3′ = γ

 εL︸︷︷︸
(+)

, εP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, eL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+−)

, yP︸︷︷︸
(+/−)

, eP︸︷︷︸
(+/−)

, c︸︷︷︸
(+/−)

.

For the last case C4 the lobby compares the expected payoff of gathering information with the

risk of rejection and the expected payoff from a policymaker’s information gathering only. The

lobby gathers information if

xr(λ)− eL ≥ zr(λ)
(
1− eP − c+ yP

)
εLλ+ (1− ηL)(1− λ)− eL ≥

(
εPλ+ (1− ηP )(1− λ)

) (
1− c− eP + yP

)
. (A.43)

The comparative statics for the payoff are γ4′ = γ

 εL︸︷︷︸
(+)

, εP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, eL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+/−)

, yP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, eP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, c︸︷︷︸
(+)

.

We summarize the comparative statics in Table 4 of the Supplemental Appendix.

A.2.4 Constrained Policymaker and Lobby: Information Choices

Here we derive the policymaker’s information and lobby’s information problem when max{c, eP } ≤

yP < c+ eP , max{eL, eP + c− yP } ≤ yL < eL + c+ eP − yP and yL + yP −max{eL, eP } ≥ c. The

last condition ensures that the combined resources are sufficient for one information signal and a

reform.

Policymaker’s Information Choice The policymaker’s information problem is similar to the

one above and the derived thresholds are identical to λ′ in (A.34) and λ
′

in (A.36).

Lobby’s Information Choice A resource constrained lobby can induce a resource constrained

policymaker to reform if λL(x) ≥ λ∗. If the policymaker or the lobby were not constrained, then

the policymaker would gather information for λL(x) ≤ {λ, λ′} even when λL(x) ≥ λ∗. Hence, the

resource constrained lobby can induce a reform at a lower standard. Furthermore, the number

of cases of informational lobbying reduces as there can be only one information signal in total.
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Optimistic

C4

Figure 10: The Lobby’s Information Choices – Both Constraints Bind.

Hence, the illustration of informational lobbying case in Figure 5 changes to the one in Figure 10.

For the lobby’s problem to lobby a politically inactive policymaker in case C2 we have that a

reform signal would induce a reform – i.e., λ < λ̄′. Here, and different to the previous cases, a lobby

can induce an immediate reform for lower beliefs with λ∗ < λ(xr) rather than λ∗ < λ̄′ < λ(xr). In

other words, a lobby may choose to gather information and receive the benefit of the doubt as the

policymaker is unable to gather information. Hence, a lobby may choose to gather information

for λ < λ′ < λ∗ < {λ(xr), λ̄′} if

xr(λ) ≥ eL

εLλ+ (1− µl)(1− λ) ≥ eL, (A.44)

which is the same as (A.30) as the policymaker finances the implementation of the reform. The

comparative statics for the net payoff are γ2′′ = γ

 εL︸︷︷︸
(+)

, εP︸︷︷︸
(0)

, eL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηP︸︷︷︸
(0)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+)

, yP︸︷︷︸
(0)

, eP︸︷︷︸
(0)

, c︸︷︷︸
(0)

.

For the case C4 the lobby compares the expected payoff of gathering information with the

expected payoff from a policymaker’s information only. The lobby gathers information if

xr(λ)− eL ≥ zr(λ)
(
1− eP − c+ yP

)
εLλ+ (1− ηL)(1− λ)− eL ≥

(
εPλ+ (1− ηP )(1− λ)

) (
1− c− eP + yP

)
. (A.45)

The comparative statics for the net payoff are γ4′′ = γ

 εL︸︷︷︸
(+)

, εP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, eL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(+/−)

, yP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, eP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, c︸︷︷︸
(+)

.

For the special case CS a lobby may actually choose to gather information and diminish own

resources to prevent a policymaker’s information gathering and realize a reform with certainty –

i.e., λ′ < λ(zs) < λ∗ < λ(xs) < λ < {λ(zr), λ(xr)}. The engages in informational lobbying if

1− eL ≥ zr(λ)
(
1− c− eP + yP

)
1− eL ≥

(
εPλ+ (1− ηP )(1− λ)

) (
1− eP − c

)
. (A.46)
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The comparative statics for the net payoff are γs′′ = γ

 εL︸︷︷︸
(0)

, εP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, eL︸︷︷︸
(−)

, ηL︸︷︷︸
(0)

, ηP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, λ︸︷︷︸
(−)

, yP︸︷︷︸
(−)

, eP︸︷︷︸
(+)

, c︸︷︷︸
(+)

.

For the case C2 the lobby’s instruments are independent as the lobby would only engage in

informational lobbying but in neither alternative provide a policy implementation subsidy. For

the case C4 and its special case the policymaker either gathers information and the lobby finances

the reform or the lobby gathers information and the policymaker finances the reform. Hence, the

lobbying instruments are substitutes in this scenario.

We summarize the comparative statics in Table 5 of the Appendix.
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B Supplemental Appendix – Online Only

B.1 Empirical Trends
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(a) Total and Personal Congressional Staff.
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(b) Committee Staff, Leadership Staff, and Officers.

Figure 11: Congressional Staff.
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Figure 12: Congressional Support Agencies Staff.
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Figure 13: Congressional Workload.
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B.2 Information Signals and Beliefs

B.2.1 Expected Information Signals

Given the sequence of play described in Figure 2 the players’ information gathering choices depend

on their expected signals conditional on their prior beliefs which may be written as

xr(λ) ≡ Pr [x = xr|λ] = εLλ+ (1− ηL)(1− λ) (B.1)

and xs(λ) ≡ Pr [x = xs|λ] = ηL(1− λ) + (1− εL)λ (B.2)

and similarly for the policymaker as

zr(λL) ≡ Pr[z = zr|λL] = εPλL + (1− ηP )(1− λL) (B.3)

and zs(λL) ≡ Pr[z = zs|λL] = ηP (1− λL) + (1− εP )λL, (B.4)

where λL reflects the policymaker’s and lobby’s posterior belief and reflects the sequence of play

in which policymakers gathers information after observing a lobby’s signal. The corresponding

policymaker’s expected signals conditional on the lobby’s observed information signal are

zr(λ(xj)) ≡ εPλL(xj) + (1− ηP )(1− λL(xj)) (B.5)

and zs(λ(xj)) ≡ ηP (1− λL(xj)) + (1− εP )λL(xj) for j = r, s. (B.6)

Homogeneous Information Accuracies For the case of εL = ηL = εP = ηP ≡ µ we have

xr(λ) ≡ Pr [x = xr|λ] = zr(λL) ≡ Pr [z = zr|λ] = µλ+ (1− µ)(1− λ) (B.7)

and xs(λ) ≡ Pr [x = xs|λ] = zs(λL) ≡ Pr [z = zs|λ] = µ(1− λ) + (1− µ)λ (B.8)

as well as

zr(λ(xj)) ≡ µλL(xj) + (1− µ)(1− λL(xj)) (B.9)

and zs(λ(xj)) ≡ µ(1− λL(xj)) + (1− µ)λL(xj) for j = r, s. (B.10)

B.2.2 Posterior Beliefs

We denote the lobby’s posterior belief and policymaker’s belief given any information signals as

λ(xr) ≡ Pr[θ = θr|λ, xr] and λ(xs) ≡ Pr[θ = θr|λ, xs] – i.e., also λL ∈ {λ, λ(x)}. Similarly, the

policymaker’s posterior is λP ≡ Pr[θ = θr|λL, z] and depends on the history of information signals

– i.e., also λP ∈ {λ, λ(x), λ(z), λ(x, z)}.
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If the lobby gathers information, then the probabilities of signals xr and xs are as defined in

(B.1) and (B.2) and the corresponding updated beliefs given the signals are

λL(xr) ≡ Pr(θ = θr|λ, xr) =
εLλ

εLλ+ (1− ηL)(1− λ)
(B.11)

λL(xs) ≡ Pr(θ = θr|λ, xs) =
(1− εL)λ

ηL(1− λ) + (1− εL)λ
. (B.12)

If the policymaker also gathers information and receives either zr and zs, then using Bayes’

rule again, these posteriors are either λP (zr) or λP (zs) depending on their received signal, and

where

λP (zr) ≡ Pr(θ = θr|λL, zr) =
εPλL

εPλL + (1− ηP )(1− λL)
(B.13)

λP (zs) ≡ Pr(θ = θr|λL, zs) =
(1− εP )λL

ηP (1− λL) + (1− εP )λL
. (B.14)

Note that λL = λ if the lobby did not gather information; otherwise we substitute (B.11) or

(B.12).

Homogeneous Information Accuracies For the case of εL = ηL = εP = ηP ≡ µ we have

λL(xr) ≡ Pr(θ = θr|λ, xr) = λP (zr) ≡ Pr(θ = θr|λL, zr) =
µλ

µλ+ (1− µ)(1− λ)
(B.15)

λL(xs) ≡ Pr(θ = θr|λ, xs) = λP (zs) ≡ Pr(θ = θr|λL, zs) =
(1− µ)λ

µ(1− λ) + (1− µ)λ
. (B.16)
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B.3 Comparative Statics: Homogeneous and heterogeneous Signals and Costs

B.3.1 Comparative Statics: λ, λ̄, and Λ

Homogeneous Information Signals and Costs The quantitative comparative statics follow

from the first-order derivatives of λ and λ with εP = εL = ηP = ηL ≡ µ and eP ≡ e and the

quotient rule with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.

∂λ

∂α
=

2c(µ− 1)µ− e
(α− 2cµ+ c)2

< 0 and
∂λ̄

∂α
=

2c(µ− 1)µ+ e

(α+ c(2µ− 1))2
R 0; (B.17)

∂λ

∂c
=
e(2µ− 1)− 2α(µ− 1)µ

(α− 2cµ+ c)2
> 0 and

∂λ̄

∂c
=
e(2µ− 1)− 2α(µ− 1)µ

(α+ c(2µ− 1))2
> 0; (B.18)

∂λ

∂e
=

1

α− 2cµ+ c
> 0 and

∂λ̄

∂e
=

1

−α− 2cµ+ c
< 0; (B.19)

∂λ

∂µ
=
−α2 + c2 + 2ce

(α− 2cµ+ c)2
< 0 and

∂λ̄

∂µ
=

α2 − c2 + 2ce

(α+ c(2µ− 1))2
> 0. (B.20)

The quantitative comparative statics follow from the first-order derivatives of the updating

range Λ with εP = εL = ηP = ηL ≡ µ and eP ≡ e and the quotient rule with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.

∂Λ

∂α
=

2
(
α2e− c2(2µ− 1)(4α(µ− 1)µ− 2eµ+ e)

)
(α− 2cµ+ c)2(α+ c(2µ− 1))2

> 0; (B.21)

∂Λ

∂c
=

4αc(2µ− 1)(2α(µ− 1)µ− 2eµ+ e)

(α− 2cµ+ c)2(α+ c(2µ− 1))2
< 0; (B.22)

∂Λ

∂e
= − 2α

(α− 2cµ+ c)(α+ c(2µ− 1))
< 0; (B.23)

∂Λ

∂µ
= −2

(
−α4 + c4(1− 2µ)2 − 4αc2(α(µ− 1)µ− 2eµ+ e)

)
(α− 2cµ+ c)2(α+ c(2µ− 1))2

> 0. (B.24)

Heterogeneous Information Signals and Costs The quantitative comparative statics follow

from the first-order derivatives of λ and λ and the quotient rule with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.

∂λ

∂α
=

2cεP (ηP − 1)− eP (1 + εP − ηP )

(c(εP + ηP − 1)− α(1 + εP − ηP ))2 < 0 and
∂λ̄

∂α
=

2c(εP − 1)ηP + eP (1− εP + ηP )

(α(1− εP + ηP ) + c(εP + ηP − 1))2 R 0;

(B.25)

∂λ

∂c
=

2αεP (1− ηP ) + eP (εP + ηP − 1)

(c(εP + ηP − 1)− α(1 + εP − ηP ))2 > 0 and
∂λ̄

∂c
=

2α(1− εP ) + eP (εP + ηP − 1)

(α(1− εP + ηP ) + c(εP + ηP − 1))2 > 0;

(B.26)

∂λ

∂eP
=

2αεP (1− ηP ) + eP (εP + ηP − 1)

α(1 + εP − ηP )− c(εP + ηP − 1)
> 0 and

∂λ̄

∂eP
=

1

α(1− εP + ηP ) + c(εP + ηP − 1)
< 0;

(B.27)
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∂λ

∂εP
=

(c− α)(eP + (α+ c)(1− ηP ))

(c(εP + ηP − 1)− α(1 + εP − ηP ))2 < 0 and
∂λ̄

∂εP
=

(α− c)((α+ c)ηP − eP )

(α(1− εP + ηP ) + c(εP + ηP − 1))2 > 0;

(B.28)

∂λ

∂ηP
=

(α+ c)(eP + (c− α)εP )

(c(εP + ηP − 1)− α(1 + εP − ηP ))2 < 0 and
∂λ̄

∂ηP
=

(α+ c)(eP + (α− c)(1− εP ))

(α(1− εP + ηP ) + c(εP + ηP − 1))2 > 0.

(B.29)

B.3.2 Comparative Statics: λ′ and λ̄′

Homogeneous Information Signals and Costs The quantitative comparative statics follow

from the first-order derivatives of λ′ with εP = εL = ηP = ηL ≡ µ and eP ≡ e and the quotient

rule with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.

∂λ′

∂α
=
e
(
−2µ2 + 2µ− 1

)
+ 2(µ− 1)µyP

(α+ (e+ yP )(2µ− 1))2
< 0; (B.30)

∂λ′

∂c
= 0; (B.31)

∂λ′

∂e
=
α
(
2µ2 − 2µ+ 1

)
− yP (1− 2µ)

α+ (e+ yP )(2µ− 1))2
R 0; (B.32)

∂λ′

∂µ
= − α2 + e2 − yP 2

α+ (e+ yP )(2µ− 1))2
< 0; (B.33)

∂λ′

∂yP
=
e(2µ− 1)− 2α(µ− 1)µ

α+ (e+ yP )(2µ− 1))2
> 0. (B.34)

The quantitative comparative statics follow from the first-order derivatives of λ
′

with εP =

εL = ηP = ηL ≡ µ and eP ≡ e and the quotient rule with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.

∂λ̄′

∂α
=
−c− 2e(µ− 1)µ+

(
2µ2 − 2µ+ 1

)
yP

(α+ (2µ− 1)(yP − e))2
R 0; (B.35)

∂λ̄′

∂c
=

1

α+ (2µ− 1)(yP − eP )
> 0; (B.36)

∂λ̄′

∂e
=

2α(µ− 1)µ+ c(2µ− 1)− 2µyP + yP

(α+ (2µ− 1)(yP − e))2
< 0; (B.37)

∂λ̄′

∂µ
=
α2 + 2c(e− yP )− e2 + yP

2

(α+ (2µ− 1)(yP − e))2
> 0; (B.38)

∂λ̄′

∂yP
=
α
(
−2µ2 + 2µ− 1

)
− 2cµ+ c+ e(2µ− 1)

(α+ (2µ− 1)(yP − e))2
< 0. (B.39)

Heterogeneous Information Signals and Costs The quantitative comparative statics follow

from the first-order derivatives of λ′ and the quotient rule with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.

∂λ′

∂α
=

2yP εP (ηP − 1) + eP (εP + ηP − 1− 2εP ηP )

(α(1 + εP − ηP )− (yP − eP )(εP + ηP − 1))2 < 0; (B.40)
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∂λ′

∂c
= 0; (B.41)

∂λ′

∂eP
=

α(1− ηP − εP + 2ηP εP )− yP (εP + ηP − 1)

(α(1 + εP − ηP )− (yP − eP )(εP + ηP − 1))2 R 0; (B.42)

∂λ′

∂εP
=

(α− yP + eP )((ηP − 1)(yP + α)− ηP eP )

(α(1 + εP − ηP )− (yP − eP )(εP + ηP − 1))2 < 0; (B.43)

∂λ′

∂ηP
=

(α+ yP − eP )(eP (1− εP )− (α− yP )εP )

(α(1 + εP − ηP )− (yP − eP )(εP + ηP − 1))2 < 0; (B.44)

∂λ′

∂yP
=

2αεP (ηP − 1) + eP (εP + ηP − 1)

(α(1 + εP − ηP )− (yP − eP )(εP + ηP − 1))2 > 0. (B.45)

The quantitative comparative statics follow from the first-order derivatives of λ
′

and the

quotient rule with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.

∂λ̄′

∂α
=
yP (1− εP − ηP + 2εP ηP )− c(1− εP + ηP )− 2eP (εP − 1)

(α(1 + εP − ηP )− (yP − eP )(εP + ηP − 1))2 R 0; (B.46)

∂λ̄′

∂c
=

1

α(1 + εP − ηP )− (yP − eP )(εP + ηP − 1)
> 0; (B.47)

∂λ̄′

∂eP
=

2α(εP − 1)ηP − (yP − c)(εP + ηP − 1)

(α(1 + εP − ηP )− (yP − eP )(εP + ηP − 1))2 < 0; (B.48)

∂λ̄′

∂εP
=

(yP − eP − α)(yP (1− ηP )− c+ (eP − α)ηP )

(α(1 + εP − ηP )− (yP − eP )(εP + ηP − 1))2 < 0; (B.49)

∂λ̄′

∂ηP
=

(eP − yP − α)(c− α+ εP (εP − 1) + (α− yP )εP

(α(1 + εP − ηP )− (yP − eP )(εP + ηP − 1))2 < 0; (B.50)

∂λ̄′

∂yP
=

(eP − c)(εP + ηP − 1) + α(εP + ηP − 1− 2εP ηP )

(α(1 + εP − ηP )− (yP − eP )(εP + ηP − 1))2 < 0. (B.51)
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B.4 Comparative Statics – Summary for Heterogeneous Signals and Costs

B.4.1 Purely Informational Lobbying

Case dεL dεP deL dηL dηP dλ

C1 λ < λ ≤ λ(xr) < λ̄ (+) (+) (−) (−) (−) (+)

C2 λ < λ < λ̄ ≤ λ(xr) (+) (0) (−) (−) (0) (+)

C3 λ ≤ λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr) (+) (−) (−) (−) (+) (+/−)

C4 λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr) (+) (−) (−) (−) (+) (+/−)

Table 3: Comparative Statics for the Lobby’s Updating Net Payoff – Both Unconstrained.

B.4.2 Informational Lobbying and Policy Implementation Subsidies

Case dεL dεP deL dηL dηP dλ dyP deP dc

C1’ λ < λ′ ≤ λ(xr) < λ̄′ (+) (+) (−) (−) (−) (+) (+) (−) (−)
Complements

C2’ λ < λ′ < λ̄′ ≤ λ(xr) (+) (0) (−) (−) (0) (+) (0) (0) (0)
Independent

C3’ λ′ ≤ λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ̄′ ≤ λ(xr) (+) (−) (−) (−) (+) (+/−) (+/−) (−/+) (−/+)
Substitutes/Damage Ctrl.

C4’ λ(xs) ≤ λ′ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄′ ≤ λ(xr) (+) (−) (−) (−) (+) (+/−) (−) (+) (+)
Substitutes

Table 4: Comparative Statics for Lobby’s Updating Net Payoff – Constrained Policymaker.

B.4.3 Informational Lobbying or Policy Implementation Subsidies

Case dεL dεP deL dηL dηP dλ dyP deP dc

C2” λ < λ′ ≤ λ∗ < λ(xr) (+) (0) (−) (−) (0) (+) (0) (0) (0)
Independent

C4” λ′ ≤ {λ, λ∗} < {λ(xr), λ̄′} (+) (−) (−) (−) (+) (+/−) (−) (+) (+)
Substitutes

CS λ < λ(zs) < λ∗ < λ(xs) < λ < {λ̄, λ(xr)} (0) (−) (−) (0) (+) (−) (−) (+) (+)
Substitutes

Table 5: Comparative Statics for Lobby’s Updating Net Payoff – Both Constrained.
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B.5 Extensions

B.5.1 Extension 1: No Informational Lobbying

Here we are solving the general lobbying game with eP 6= eL, εP R εL, and ηP R ηL but eL > 1.

Varying the resource constraints for the policymaker and lobby, we are solving each game backward

and derive only 1) the policymaker’s policy choice, 2) the lobby’s policy implementation subsidy,

and 3) the policymaker’s information choice as informational lobbying would not be beneficial for

the lobby. In other words, we are considering the standard sequence of play presented in Figure

2 except for the first stage.

Policy Choice and Implementation Subsidy At the last stage of the lobbying game the

policymaker has posterior belief λP and chooses whether to reform or to keep the status quo.

Comparing the payoffs for each and deriving the policy threshold λ∗, we get as before

λPα− c = (1− λP )α

λP ≥ 1

2
+

c

2α
≡ λ∗. (B.52)

The implementation subsidies for the various constraints follow from

i) τ∗ = 0 if the policymaker is unconstrained;

ii) τ∗ = ep + c− yP if the policymaker is constrained, received signal zr, and eP + c− yP ≤ 1.

iii) τ∗ = 0 if the policymaker is constrained and did not receive signal zr or eP + c− yP > 1.

This is similar to the characterization of τ∗ in (4.1).

Unconstrained Policymaker’s Information Choice The lower threshold λ follows from

the policymaker’s trade-off between the expected payoff from costly information with uncertain

information signal and policy outcome and the expected payoff from the costless status quo without

information choice. Note that the policymaker considers the posterior belief about the state of

the world, λP (z), for the expected payoff associated with the expected information signal, z(λ).

The policymaker gathers information if

zr(λ)
[
yP − c+ λP (zr)α

]
+ zs(λ)

[
yP + (1− λP (zs))α

]
− eP ≥ yP + (1− λ)α. (B.53)

Applying each information signal’s probability, the updating choice reduces to

λ ≥ (1− ηP )(α+ c) + eP

α(1 + εP − ηP ) + c(1− εP − ηP )
≡ λ, (B.54)
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which defines the lower updating threshold.

The upper threshold λ follows from the policymaker’s trade-off between the expected payoff

from costly information with uncertain information signal and policy outcome and the expected

payoff from a costly reform without gathering information. The policymaker gathers information

if

zr(λ)
[
yP − eP − c+ λP (zr)α

)
+ zs(λ)

[
yP − eP + (1− λP (zs))α

)
≥ yP − c+ λα. (B.55)

Solving for λ, we can write

λ ≤ ηP (α+ c)− eP
α(1− εP + ηP ) + c(εP + ηP − 1)

≡ λ, (B.56)

which defines the upper updating threshold.

Note that these thresholds are similar to the homogenous case’s thresholds presented in (3.2)

and similar to the ones of the general model presented in (A.25) and (A.27), with the only difference

being λL = λ.

Constrained Policymaker’s Information Choice The lower threshold λ′ follows again from

the policymaker’s trade-off between the expected payoff from costly information with uncertain

information signal and policy outcome and the expected payoff from the costless status quo without

gathering information. Note that the policymaker anticipates a policy implementation subsidy

of τ = eP + c − yP in the case of a reform signal and zero otherwise. The policymaker gathers

information if

zr(λ)
[
yP − eP − c+ τ(zr) + λP (zr)α

]
+ zs(λ)

[
yP − eP + τ(zs) + (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP + (1− λ)α

⇒ zr(λ)λP (zr)α+ zs(λ)
[
yP − eP + (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP + (1− λL)α. (B.57)

Applying each information signal’s probability, the updating choice reduces to

λ ≥ (1− ηP )(α+ yP ) + ηP eP

(1− ηP )(α+ yP − eP ) + εP (α+ eP − yP )
≡ λ′, (B.58)

which defines the new lower updating threshold.

The upper threshold λ
′

follows again from the policymaker’s trade-off between costly infor-

mation and costly reform without gathering information. The policymaker gathers information if

zr(λ)
[
yP − eP − c+ τ(zr) + λP (zr)α

]
+ zs(λ)

[
yP − eP + τ(zs) + (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP − c+ λα
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⇒ zr(λ)λP (zr)α+ zs(λ)
[
yP − eP + (1− λP (zs))α

]
≥ yP − c+ λα. (B.59)

Solving for λ, we can write

λ ≤ (α+ yP − eP )ηP + c− yP
(α+ yP − eP )ηP + (α− yP + eP )(1− εP )

≡ λ′, (B.60)

which defines the new upper updating threshold.

Note that these thresholds are similar to the homogenous case’s thresholds underlying Propo-

sition 2 and similar to the ones of the general model presented in (A.34) and (A.36), with the only

difference being λL = λ.
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B.5.2 Extension 2: Contributions in Stages

Suppose now that the policymaker’s resource constraint binds even more tightly such that they

can afford neither information nor to implement a reform. There are two possible cases here.

One case involves policy subsidies as before; the other case independent subsidies for information

gathering and implementing reforms.47 We focus our analysis here on the general case with

eP R eL, εP R εL, and ηP R ηL.

In the first case, which is illustrated in Figure 15, the lobby must first decide whether to

gather information, then whether to offer a policy implementation subsidy. Hence, if a reform

signal is generated, they then offer a policy implementation subsidy and the lobbying instruments

are complements, if a status quo signal is generated they are independent.

λ

OptimisticPessimistic Positively
Convinced

Negatively
Convinced

Cs

λ∗

Figure 15: Cases for Lobby’s Information Choices – Very Constrained Policymaker.

In the second case, a lobby may benefit from the additional flexibility of providing subsidies in

stages. Suppose that yP < min{c, eP } and yL ≥ eL+eP +c−yP and that the lobby can contribute

before and after a policymaker’s information stage. The policymaker’s lack of resources implies

that a lobby has to provide a policy implementation subsidy whenever the policymaker wants to

implement a reform. Whether to lobby engages in information gathering, or subsidizes information

gathering by the policymaker, or both, determines the various possible cases.

Proposition 5. If the policymaker’s constraint is very binding and the lobby contributes in stages,

then the lobby’s choices of gathering and subsidizing information follow the same patterns of

complements, substitutes, and independence as when the policymaker can afford information.

The lobby’s trade-offs between informational lobbying, subsidizing information, and policy

implementation subsidies follow from the same strategic considerations as before. The differences

are that; i) a lobby’s policy subsidy is always complementary to its other two instruments, and,

ii) a lobby can induce a reform the lower standard, λL ≥ λ∗ instead of λL ≥ λ
′
. The lobby

47Mathematically, the policymaker’s resource constraint is yP < min{c, eP }. Information subsidies from the
lobby to the policymaker may arise when the policymaker cannot afford neither to investigate or implement a policy
(presented as an illustration), or when the policymaker has sufficient resources for a policy change but not for
gathering information, eP > yP ≥ c. The implications of the latter are very similar and we discuss here the more
extensive case.
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can achieve the latter by strategically withholding an information subsidy from the policymaker,

leaving them with the decision to implement reform or not given their belief.

The lobbying instruments of information subsidies and informational lobbying follow the same

pattern and illustrate when the lobby chooses to use its own information technology, prefers

to subsidize the use of the policymaker’s, or does both.48 For example, when the policymaker

is negatively convinced, reform may require two reform signals, and the lobby may engage in

informational lobbying and subsidizing the policymaker’s information gathering as complimentary

instruments. Similarly, when a policymaker would like to gather information, then the lobby may

either gather information on its own and de facto prevent a policymaker gathering information by

denying an information subsidy or subsidize the policymaker to gather information and implement

a reform – which would imply that both lobbying instruments are substitutes.

The lack of resources implies that a lobby can achieve a reform with greater probability than

when the policymaker’s constraint is less binding. The possibility of contributions in stages allows

the lobby more flexibility such that it has the option of subsidizing the policymaker to gather

information and then choosing whether or not to subsidize a reform. However, this comes at two

costs: i) the lobby has to provide greater resources to achieve its policy goals, and, ii) the lobby’s

choices may not involve the socially optimal level of information gathering.49

Proof of Proposition 5 Solving the game backward, we consider 1) the policymaker’s policy

choice, 2) the lobby’s policy implementation subsidy, 3) the policymaker’s information choice, 4)

the lobby’s information subsidy, and 5) the lobby’s information choice.

1. The policymaker’s policy choice follows from the expected payoffs from keeping the status

quo or implementing a reform. We have

λPα− c R (1− λP )α

λP R
1

2
+

c

2α
, (B.61)

which is identical to the other cases.

2. The lobby’s policy implementation subsidy can be described by

τ(λP ) =


c− ȳp if λP ≥ λ∗ and 1 > c− ȳp

0 otherwise,

(B.62)

48Table 6 in Supplemental Appendix B.5.2 illustrates details on the lobbying patterns.
49The welfare implications follow from our analysis that can be found in Supplemental Appendix B.5.3.
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where ȳp = 0 if the policymaker gathered information and ȳp = yP if she did not.

3. The policymaker cannot gather information if the lobby did not provide an information

subsidy – i.e., when τ(λL) = 0. However, if the lobby provided an information subsidy,

τ(λL) = eP − yP , then the policymaker can either choose no information gathering and

status quo, no information gathering and reform, or information gathering and π based on zj

with j = r, s. The information choice thresholds, for which a policymaker would anticipate a

policy implementation subsidy later, follow the same logic as before: the policymaker chooses

between information and status quo or information and reform. The lower threshold with

applied subsidies follows from

zr(λL)αλL(zr) + zs(λL)α(1− λL(zs)) ≥ α(1− λL) + yP (B.63)

⇒ λL ≥ yP + α(1− ηP )

α(1 + εP − ηP )
≡ λ′′. (B.64)

The upper threshold with applied subsidies follows from

zr(λL)αλL(zr) + zs(λL)α(1− λL(zs)) ≥ αλL +

=0︷ ︸︸ ︷
yP − c+ τ(λP ) .

⇒ λL ≤ ηP

1− εP + ηP
≡ λ′′. (B.65)

4. The lobby’s information subsidy follows the rationale that a policymaker’s information gath-

ering would benefit the lobby in expected terms. If λ∗ < λL, then a policymaker, who

could not gather information, would implement a reform with probability one and the lobby

would not gain from a policymaker updating. If λL < λ′, then the policymaker would

not use an information subsidy for gathering information and the lobby has no rationale

to make a contribution. Hence, the lobby would only consider an information subsidy if

λ′ < λL < λ∗ ≤ λL(zr). The lobby’s information subsidy can be described by

τ(λL) =


eP − yP if λ′ < λL < λ∗ ≤ λL(zr) and zr(λL)(1− c) ≥ 0

0 otherwise.

(B.66)

5. The lobby’s updating choice follows from the rationale that an information signal could

induce the policymaker to gather subsidized information or could induce the policymaker to

reform. Because of the lobby’s ability to constrain the policymaker’s information gathering,

the lobby will not gather information if λ∗ < λ. The four cases of interest are then i)
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λ
λ̄′

OptimisticPessimistic Positively
Convinced

Negatively
Convinced

C1

C2

C3

C4λ′ λ∗

Figure 16: Lobby’s Updating Cases – Entirely Constrained Policymaker and Contributions in
Stages.

λ < λ′ ≤ λ(xr) < λ∗, ii) λ < λ′ < λ∗ ≤ λ(xr), iii) λ′ ≤ λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ∗ ≤ λ(xr), and iv)

λ(xs) ≤ λ′ ≤ λ ≤ λ∗ ≤ λ(xr), all of which are illustrated in Figure 16.

For i) λ < λ′ ≤ λ(xr) < λ∗ the lobby compares the expected payoff from gathering informa-

tion and a potential, subsidized policymaker information gathering with the certain payoff

from the status quo. The lobby gathers information if

xr(λ)
(
zr(λ(xr))(1− c)− eP + yP

)
≥ eL(

εP εLλ+ (1− ηP )(1− ηL)(1− λ)
)

(1− c)−
(
1− ηL − λ(1− εL − ηL)

)
(eP − yP ) ≥ eL.(B.67)

For ii) λ < λ′ < λ∗ ≤ λ(xr) the lobby compares the expected payoff from gathering infor-

mation and no policymaker information gathering with the certain payoff from the status

quo. The lobby gathers information if

xr(λ)(1− c+ yP ) ≥ eL(
1− ηL − λ(1− εL − ηL)

)
(1− c+ yP ) ≥ eL. (B.68)

iii) For λ′ ≤ λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ∗ ≤ λ(xr) the lobby has to choose whether it would subsidize

a policymaker’s information gathering and whether it would subsidize a second information

signal. Suppose zr(λ(xs))(1− c) ≥ eP − yP , which implies zr(λ)(1− c) ≥ eP − yP , then the

lobby would subsidize both information signals. The lobby compares the expected payoff

from gathering information and either a reform or a subsidized policymaker information

gathering with the expected payoff from a subsidized policymaker information gathering.

The lobby gathers information if

xr(λ)(1− c+ yP )− xs(λ)(eP − yP ) + xs(λ)zr(λ)(1− c)− eL ≥ zr(λ)(1− c)− eP + yP

(1− c)((ηL − 1)ηP (λ− 1)− λεL(εP − 1))− eL + eP (ηL(λ− 1) + λ(εl − 1) + 1) ≥ 0.(B.69)

Now suppose zr(λ(xs))(1 − c) < eP − yP but zr(λ)(1 − c) ≥ eP − yP , then the lobby
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Lobby gathers information for... dεL dεP deL dηL dηP dλ dyP deP dc

Case S1 λ < λ′ ≤ λ(xr) < λ∗ (+/−) (+) (−) (+/−) (−) (+/−) (+) (−) (−)
Compl./Compl.

Case S2 λ < λ′ < λ∗ ≤ λ(xr) (+) (0) (−) (−) (0) (+) (+) (0) (−)
Ind./Compl.

Case S3 λ′ ≤ λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ∗ ≤ λ(xr)
τ(λ(xs)) > 0, τ(λ) > 0 (+) (−) (−) (−) (+) (+/−) (0) (+) (+/−)

Subs./Dam.Ctrl.
τ(λ(xs)) = 0, τ(λ) > 0 (+) (−) (−) (−) (+) (+/−) (−) (+) (+/−)

Subs./Dam.Ctrl.
τ(λ(xs)) = 0, τ(λ) = 0 (+) (0) (−) (−) (0) (+) (+) (0) (−)

Ind./Compl.
Case S4 λ(xs) ≤ λ′ ≤ λ ≤ λ∗ ≤ λ(xr)

τ(λ) > 0 (+) (−) (−) (−) (+) (i) (−) (+) (+/−)
Substitutes

τ(λ) = 0 (+) (0) (−) (−) (0) (+) (+) (0) (−)
Ind./Compl.

Table 6: Comparative Statics for Lobby’s Updating Net Payoff – Contributions in Stages.

would subsidize a policymaker information gathering but not a second information signal.

The lobby compares the expected payoff from information gathering and either a reform or

status quo with the expected payoff from a subsidized policymaker information gathering.

The lobby gathers information if

xr(λ)(1− c+ yP )− eL ≥ zr(λ)(1− c)− eP + yP(
εLλ+ (1− ηL)(1− λ)

)
(1− c+ yP )− eL ≥

(
εLλ+ (1− ηL)(1− λ)

)
(1− c)− eP + yP .(B.70)

Finally, suppose zr(λ)(1− c) < eP − yP and the lobby would not subsidize any policymaker

information gathering, then the comparison would be the one of (B.68).

For iv) λ(xs) ≤ λ′ ≤ λ ≤ λ∗ ≤ λ(xr) the lobby has to choose whether it would subsidize

a policymaker’s information signal. Suppose zr(λ)(1 − c) ≥ eP − yP . The lobby then

compares the expected payoff from information and either reform or status quo with the

expected payoff from a policymaker information gathering. Then the comparison would be

the one of (B.70). Finally, suppose the lobby would not subsidize a policymaker’s information

gathering, zr(λ)(1− c) < eP − yP , then the comparison would be the one of (B.68).

Table 6 illustrates the qualitative comparative statics and relationships between costly in-

formational lobbying and information subsidy as well as informational lobbying and policy

implementation subsidy.

We summarize the results in Table 6.
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B.5.3 Extension 3: Detailed Social Welfare Implications

To consider the welfare implications of our analysis, we restrict the social planner’s choices to those

made by the lobbyist and the policymaker. Then a deviation of the described market solution from

the welfare optimum can occur for only three reasons; firstly, they arise because the lobbyist’s and

planner’s objectives differ; secondly, the constraints faced by the planner are less binding than

either those faced by the policymaker or lobbyist; or finally, a cost may not be internalized by

the lobbyist or policymaker but will be by the planner. Employing (2.1) and (2.1), we write the

social welfare function as

E[UP (π, θ)] +
∑
k=L,P

yk − feP − heL − gc, (B.71)

where we have assumed that the lobbyist’s benefit from reform is a pure transfer. Hence,

E[UL(π, θ)] does not appear in the social welfare function. Notice immediately that the in-

centives of the policymaker and social planner are perfectly aligned and therefore only the three

distortions mentioned above may occur. We begin by assuming that neither budget constraint

would independently bind on either a lobby or policymaker; then we will consider the scenario in

which the policymaker’s budget constraint is binding.

Neither Budget Constraint is Binding In the case where neither of the budget constraints

binds, and given that the incentives of the policymaker and planner are aligned, it follows that the

deviation of the market outcome from the welfare optimum arises from differences in the lobbyist’s

and planner’s objectives, and the lobbyist’s failure to internalize the policymaker’s information

and policy implementation cost. Given that for any common prior the policymaker and planner

would both make the same information choices and subsequent choice between reform and status

quo, it follows that any deviation of the market outcome from the welfare optimum follows from

differences between the lobbyist’s and planner’s choices over purchasing the signal x.

We explore this question by asking what initial priors are required for the lobbyist and plan-

ner to gather x. We employ the case where two reform signals xr and zr are required for the

policymaker or planner to choose reform. That is

λ(xr, zr) >
1

2
+

c

2α
> Max{λ(xr), λ(zr)}. (B.72)
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In this case (A.29) tells us that a lobbyist will choose to gather the signal x iff

εP εLλ+ (1− ηP )(1− ηL)(1− λ) ≥ eL. (B.73)

Which is satisfied if

λ ≥ eL − (1− ηP )(1− ηL)

εP εL − (1− ηP )(1− ηL)
≡ λLx . (B.74)

Whereas employing (B.1)-(B.4) and (B.13)-(B.14) as well as (B.11)-(B.12), we may show that a

planner will choose to gather information if

α
[
εP εLλ− (1− ηP )(1− ηL)(1− λ)

]
≥ eL + eP

[
εLλ+ (1− ηL)(1− λ)

]
+ c

[
εP εLλ+ (1− ηP )(1− ηL)(1− λ)

]
, (B.75)

which in turn is satisfied if

λ ≥ eL + eP (1− ηL) + c(1− ηP )(1− ηL)

α [εP εL + (1− ηP )(1− ηL)] + eP [(1− ηL)− εL] + c [(1− ηP )(1− ηL)− εP εL]
≡ λsx. (B.76)

Notice that λLx is invariant with respect to α, eP , and c whereas λsx is increasing in each of these

variables (since signals are informative). It then follows that for α, eP , or c sufficiently large

the social planner will gather less information than the lobbyist. This is just the lobby failing

to internalize all costs and benefits. We may isolate the different incentives of the lobbyist and

planner to gather x arising purely from their valuation of information by letting eP = c = 0

and α = 1, that is effectively “turning-off” the other sources of distortions. Notice that we can

interpret α = 1 as the lobbyist capturing all the rents from a reform when it is socially desirable.

The condition λLx R λsx may then be written

2eL − εLεP − (1− ηL)(1− ηP ) R 0. (B.77)

From which we observe that if there are almost equal chances of reform signals and status quo

when the state is reform εLεP → 1/4 and/or there are almost always status quo signals when

the state is status quo (1 − ηL)(1 − ηP ) → 0, then there is a tendency for the lobbyist to gather

less information than the planner. Conversely, if there are almost always reform signals when the

state is reform εLεP → 1 and/or there are almost equal status quo signals and reform when the

state is status quo (1 − ηL)(1 − ηP ) → 1/2, then there is a tendency for the lobbyist to gather

more information than the planner.
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The Policymaker’s Budget Constraint is Binding The immediate implication of this con-

figuration of constraints is that the lobbyist can choose to gather information by purchasing the

signal x, in which case there does not exist a transfer that allows the policymaker to both gather

information in the form of the signal z and finance the cost of reform c. This provides an example

of how the lobbyist may strategically gather information so as to limit the transfer they can af-

ford, and hence manipulate the policymaker’s choices via their budget constraint. A planner who

makes all of the choices will in certain circumstances prefer to purchase the signal z rather than

the signal x.

Employing (2.1) and (2.2), we write the social welfare function as

E[UP (π, θ)] + yP − eP − c+ yL − eL, (B.78)

where we have assumed that the lobby’s benefit from reform is a pure transfer. Hence, E[UL(π, θ)]

does not appear in the social welfare function. We begin by assuming that neither budget con-

straint would independently bind on either a lobby or policymaker.

Here we consider the case

Max{c+ eL, c+ eP } < yL + yP < eL + eP + c and yP < eP + c. (B.79)

The immediate implication of this configuration of constraints is that the lobby can choose to

strategically gather the signal x, in which case there does not exist a transfer that allows the

policymaker to both gather the signal z and finance the cost of reform c. This provides an

example of how the lobbyist may gather a signal so as to limit the transfer they can afford and

hence manipulate the policymaker’s choices via their budget constraint. A planner who makes all

of the choices will in certain circumstances prefer to gather the signal z rather than the signal x.

In this case the lobbyist will choose to gather x if (A.43) is satisfied, which may be rewritten as

εLλ+ (1− ηL)(1− λ)− eL ≥
(
εPλ+ (1− ηP )(1− λ)

) (
1− c− eP + yP

)
, (B.80)

which again may be rewritten as a condition on the initial common prior

λ ≥ eL + (1− c− eP + yP )(1− ηP )− (1− ηL)

εL − (1− ηL)− (1− c− eP + yP )(εP − (1− ηP ))
≡ λLx . (B.81)

In a similar fashion the planner will choose to gather z rather than x if

zr(λ)
[
αλ(zr)− eP − c

]
+ zs(λ)

[
α(1− λ(zs))− eP

]
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Unconstrained Policymaker Constrained Policymaker

Case Beliefs
Informational

Lobbying
Beliefs

Informational
Lobbying

Implementation
Subsidy

C1 λ ≤ λ ≤ λ(xr) ≤ λ̄ yes λ ≤ λ′ ≤ λ(xr) ≤ λ̄′ both
C2 λ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr) yes λ ≤ λ′ ≤ λ̄′ ≤ λ(xr) yes no
C3(a) λ < λ < λ∗ no λ′ < λ < λ∗ no yes

C3(b) λ < λ∗ < λ ≤ λ yes λ′ < λ∗ < λ ≤ λ′ either or both
C4 λ(xs) ≤ λ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄ ≤ λ(xr) no λ(xs) ≤ λ′ ≤ λ ≤ λ̄′ ≤ λ(xr) no yes

Table 7: Comparison of Possibilities for Informational Lobbying and Implementation Subsidies.

≥ xr(λ)
[
αλ(xr)− eL − c

]
+ xs(λ)

[
α(1− λ(xs))− eL

]
⇔ αεPλ−

[
εP + (1− ηP )(1− λ)

]
c+ α(1− εP )λ− eP

≥ αεLλ−
[
εL + (1− ηL)(1− λ)

]
c+ α(1− εL)λ− eL, (B.82)

which reduces to the condition on the initial common belief

λ ≥ eP − eL + c(ηL − ηP )

εL − εP + c(ηL − ηP )
≡ λsz. (B.83)

We can gain some insights into this distortion by choosing parameter values that “turn-off” the

lobby’s informational incentives to gather a signal by assuming ηL = εL → 1
2 hence any signal the

lobbyist receives is uninformative. Further, we assume εP → 1
2 and ηP → 1 which provides some

incentives for a planner to gather a signal, but is a “worst-case-information-scenario” for the lobby

as this maximizes the likelihood of a status quo signal if z is gathered. With these assumptions

(B.81) and (B.83) reduce to

λ ≥ 2eL − 1

c+ eP − yP − 1
≡ λLx and λ ≥ 1 +

2(eL − eP )

c
≡ λsz. (B.84)

It can be shown that a simple sufficient condition for there to exist a range of values of the initial

prior, λ, that satisfy both conditions in (B.84) is eP ≤ 1
2 .
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